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2020 COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT:

HARRISON VLAHOS
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JONATHAN SAUNDERS

SECRETARY:

ARTHUR TRELOAR

TREASURER:

DYLAN KIM

CF LIAISON:

GREG KELLY
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BRETT GRAHAM
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PETER PAPATHANISOU
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: DOMINIC LEAL SMITH
The club strongly encourages its members to contribute to the club
through the committee to ensure a broad representation of our
membership. Committee membership is open to any member, with extra
emphasis placed upon students (including first year students). Please
email secretary@anufc.org.au if you are interested in committee
membership and would like more details.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Well, that was a rough one. But despite the odds we carved out a season, and a successful
one at that. As hectic as a lot of things seem nowadays, 2020 was a dramatic improvement
on 2019 in terms of organisation and volunteer engagement. I would like to acknowledge
everyone who helped the club out, starting at the very beginning of the year. Two very
successful Bunnings BBQ’s were hosted by ANUFC providing a much-needed addition to the
war chest (unbeknownst to us at the time). The club had planned to improve on our matchday experience by re-opening Maccas Mess and re-introducing the service of alcohol.
Unfortunately, COVID restrictions curtailed these plans, but the club has secured its alcohol
license and plans to make full use of it by hosting a canteen at every South Oval home game
next season.
I am pleased to say that the club has secured a new kit supplier, Kappa, after our current
supplier Umbro discontinued our beloved Royal Blue & White Striped Jersey. The club
recognises that the current kits just aren’t up to scratch and so we plan retire all of the existing
Nike and Umbro kits in anticipation for 2021. While the existing kits are best described as wellloved, they will make a fantastic training jersey. So, we will look to get these kits back into the
hands of our members.
Our relations with our sister club move closer and closer. Together we hosted a successful
Mixed Small Sided Tournament during O-Week in February, with many thanks to all those
who participated. While our plans for combined trivia, bar nights, and other joint events were
sabotaged by COVID, we still plan to introduce these events into the future. It was also a good
year for club spirit with the SCUM being relaunched in its new monthly form. It has received
strong user engagement. A big thank you to Jonno for taking the initiative on this much
requested club feature. Please feel free to approach our SCUM editor with any ideas for
content, and don’t forget, anyone can submit a match report (scum@anufc.org.au).
We have a few club giants leaving this year. I would like to thank and wish Life Member Jim
Dawson the very best as he parts ways with ANU FC after a stunning 31 years being involved.
He has set up the NPL team to be competitive while maintaining the ANUFC spirit. His
presence will be sorely missed, but we are excited for him as he begins a new chapter
somewhere much sunnier. ANUFC wishes well to Greg Kelly coach of SL1 and CLM4, who is
also leaving ANUFC this year. I thank him personally for his efforts as club registrar, and for
his fantastic job coaching two successful sides in 2020.
I am pleased to announce that I have awarded the President’s Award to Brett Graham. Brett
has taken on far more than his fair share of the club’s volunteer work, sacrificing Saturday
mornings to mark lines on fields he won't play on, and attending every meeting and seminar
put forward to ANUFC. He has advocated on behalf of ANUFC and its members efficiently at
every turn during the year.
I would like to thank everyone on the committee for their exceptional work in what was a very
hard year. This once again shows how a few volunteers can improve the governance of the
club drastically. Special thanks go to Jonno for the new club website, Arty for his never before
seen minutes of ANUFC meetings, Dylan for his budget planning in the unplannable year,
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Greg Kelly for handling the mess of registration left over from the COVID shutdown, Vickers
for organising a fantastic Presso under difficult circumstances, Plastic for his link between the
committee and the Master’s, and Tom Crossley for his experienced input when we had to
make some tough decisions.
On the Capital Football front, we saw a continuation in the restructuring of State Leagues from
2019. In 2020, Capital Football required that all teams in State League be paired with a reserve
team from the same club. While this is not usually an issue for the biggest men’s club in
Canberra, the club reached a tremendous impasse in July with the declaration of leagues, as
we were allocated more 3pm divisions than we could supply. Exemplifying true club spirit,
Jonno’s boys volunteered to make the jump from playing at 11am in SL6 (10th tier) in 2019 to
3pm in SL3 (5th tier) in 2020. After a significant adjustment period following their heavy Round
1 loss to Wilson’s lads, the squad showed tremendous grit in securing a top half finish. In
terms of results, 2020 was a very successful year, with ANUFC winning 7 of the 13
competitions we competed in. The teams that took home the 2020 Premiership*: NPL U23,
SL1, SL2 Blue, SL2R Blue, SL3R Orange, CLM4 Blue and M3.
I would also like to thank ANU Sport for its unwavering support through a very tough year. For
a long time, our relationship has been misunderstood by our members, and so it is always
worthwhile to clarify. While our non-student members do pay an ANU Sport membership fee,
the benefits we receive from ANU Sport far and above outweigh the cost of membership. For
example, ANU Sport provided the club with over $20,000 in grants in 2019, field hire for
training at less than 50% of the ACT Sportsgrounds rate, priority access to fields after affiliated
clubs for our Summer Competitions which contributes a large proportion of our funding and
administrative support that eliminates a lot of the administrative burden that other clubs face.
I would like to thank our sponsors, The Hellenic Club, Gulson and Capital Clinic Physio.
Last but most importantly, I want to thank each and every one of our members. Thank you for
your patience and understanding in what has been a tremendously difficult year. I know some
decisions like playing at O’Connor were difficult (don’t worry, we’ll be back at ANU in 2020),
but given the circumstances, you all stuck by and supported us. Our total membership remains
unchanged from 2019, and we entered a record 19 teams across all competitions, providing
further proof that we are the greatest club in Canberra.
I am optimistic for the future of the club and look forward to many successful seasons to come.

Harrison Vlahos
El Presidente 2020
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TREASURER'S REPORT
ANU Football Club reported a surplus of $7,950.77 in the 2019-20 financial year. This amount
is lower than last year’s reported surplus of $42,582.58. This amount does not include the
refund of $60 that each non-student member will receive after the new constitution gets
passed at the AGM. This refund is due to the decrease in ANU Sport fee from $120 to $60 per
player. This will be a total of $11,200 in additional cost.
Income
ANUFC reported an income of $123,007.59, which is lower than last year’s reported income
of $136,063.91. The main reason for this decrease is due to the reduction in registration fees
from $285 for students and $475 for non-students to $149 for students and $289 for nonstudents. The reduction in registration fees was to reflect Capital Football reducing the length
of the season due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. As a result, Income from registration fees has
reduced from $55,621.50 the year prior to $33,321.50 this year. The pandemic also created a
negative impact on sponsorship income as there was no revenue from sponsorship this year.
Despite this, there was an increase in income from summer competition by $3,028.4
compared to the year prior. There was also the introduction of fundraisers as a new income
stream, such as two Bunnings barbeques that raised $2783 for the club.
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Expenditure
ANUFC reported a total of $115,056.82 in expenses in this financial year compared to
$93,481.33 in the previous financial year. This is mainly due to the outstanding number of
invoices incurred in the previous financial year that was paid in this financial year. Apart from
this the club has taken an advantage of the free field hire on ACT grounds which led to training
sessions and games being held at O’Connor Playing Fields and Lyneham Playing fields. This
has helped reduce expenses during this time period.
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Assets
The club has a total of $345,120 in Assets, all of which is cash that is being held in multiple
bank accounts. Of this, $168,475.78 has been set aside in the club development fund, which
some of this amount will be used for the development of the new clubhouse at South Oval,
which construction is now expected to start in 2022.

Future Opportunities
The return to business for a number of small businesses in the end of 2020 and early 2021 as
well as further reduction of COVID-19 restrictions could lead to increased opportunities for
sponsorship with not only existing sponsors such as the Hellenic Club, but potentially with
additional new sponsors. Despite the pandemic, the club still managed to field a record
number of teams, with 19 teams competing across Capital Football’s NPL, State league, and
Community league competitions. The continuous growth in numbers of teams and club
members in recent years should continue into the future.

Dylan Kim
Treasurer 2020
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2020 AWARDS
Club Awards
PRESIDENT'S AWARD:

BRETT GRAHAM

M1

COACH OF THE YEAR:

GREG KELLY

SL1 | CLM4 WHITE

GOLDEN BOOT:

AIDEN O'NEILL

CLM4 BLUE

GOLDEN GLOVE:

JOSHUA CARROLL

CLM4 ORANGE

Team Awards
Coach's Player
NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2

KEEGAN JACKSON

NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2 U23

ALASDAIR MOORE

STATE LEAGUE 1

NICHOLAS CRAWFORD

STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES

LACHLAN MARTIN
RYAN BLAKE

STATE LEAGUE 2 BLUE

MATTHEW O'BRIEN

STATE LEAGUE 2 ORANGE

JAMES KIMBER

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES BLUE

ROSS EDWARDS
JOSEPH MICKLEBURGH

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES ORANGE

KARL PERIC

STATE LEAGUE 3 BLUE

STEFAN REBEL

STATE LEAGUE 3 ORANGE

EDWARD CHEN

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES BLUE

SUNDEEP KESAVADAS

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES ORANGE

JOSHUA CARROLL

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 3

ELLIOT LAVERS

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 BLUE

PETER KIBBLE

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 WHITE

MARCUS ALIM

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 ORANGE

ISAAC NORDEN

MASTERS LEAGUE 1

CHRIS WALL

MASTERS LEAGUE 3

MICHAEL BLACKSELL

MASTERS LEAGUE OVER 45s

ROBERT STODART
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Player's Player
NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2

CHASE DEANS

NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2 U23

GEORGE OWENS

STATE LEAGUE 1

TYLER GRINDAL

STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES

NICOLAUS STRAUCH

STATE LEAGUE 2 BLUE

PHILIP O'BYRNE

STATE LEAGUE 2 ORANGE

SEBASTIAN SUMMERSBY-MITCHELL

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES BLUE

CAMERON SAMBRIDGE

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES ORANGE

SAMUEL EDWARDS

STATE LEAGUE 3 BLUE

EOIN NOBLE

STATE LEAGUE 3 ORANGE

XAVIER ELLINGHAM

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES BLUE

PAUL MCGEACHIE

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES ORANGE

ISAAC BENNETT

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 3

HARRY WILLIAMS

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 BLUE

HUGH O'NEILL

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 WHITE

SAM LONG

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 ORANGE

MOHAMAD NURHAN RAIHAN

MASTERS LEAGUE 1

TOM YOUNG

MASTERS LEAGUE 3

ALFRED CHIDEMBO

MASTERS LEAGUE OVER 45S

RAOUL CRAEMER

Long Service Awards
5 Years of Service
ALASDAIR MOORE

KWABENA ANSAH

OLIVER HOUGH

ALEX OLLMAN

LEONARDO BAEZA

PATRICK DOYLE

ARIEL LARKEY

MARKUS KOECK

PETER COOKE

BEN WILLSON

MATTHEW RICE

RICCARDO NATOLI

CHARLIE GUERIT

MAXIMILLIAN MOTTL

ROB ILLINGWORTH

DUNCAN WIGLEY

MICHAEL BLACKSELL

ROWAN PETERKIN

GRANT BROWN

NIC PYNE

RYAN ALLEN

GREG KELLY

NICHOLAS GIBSON

RYAN JAMES LOVIE

HUGO DUNKLEY

NICHOLAS HOPE

SCOTT SHARP

JAKE ADLAM

NICHOLAS WODZINSKI

SHERAB GUO-YUTHOK

JAMES HAWKETTS

OCTAVIO MEDINA GONZALEZ

TIM LOPEZ

JAMES PREST
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10 Years of Service
ADAM ROBENS

NICK AHERN

ANTON HARPER

PATRICK HOLLOWAY

BRIAN DOWLING

PAUL MULLENS

CAMERON FOX

PHILLIP ADAM

CHASE DEANS

RAOUL CRAEMER

DAMIEN CARROLL

SCOTT SHARP

ELLIOT LAVERS

SUNDEEP KESAVADAS

MARKUS KOECK

15 Years of Service
DOMINIC BARTONE

ROBERT STODART

HUGH PATERSON

STEVEN KALEB

JOHN COUCH

WARREN HAUCK

MATTHEW DELVES

25 Years of Service

SCOTT HAIG
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GOLDEN BOOT RACE
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
14
14
14
14
18
18
18
18
18
18

FIRST NAME
Ayden
Ariel
Alfred
Eoin
Felix
Patrick
Elliot
Lochie
Scott
Thomas
Nick
Xavier
Cameron
Charlie
Scott
Cuneyt
Harry
Adam
Duncan
Adeeb
Thomas
Damien
Dan

2020 GOLDEN BOOT
LAST NAME
TEAM
GAMES
O’neill
CL4 BLUE
10
Larkey
SL2 BLUE
11
Chidembo
M3
8
Noble
SL3 BLUE
9
Freckmann
SL2 ORANGE
10
Walker
MO45s
9
Lavers
CL3
10
Pino
SL2 ORANGE
10
Sharp
M3
4
Cowen
CL4 WHITE
7
Ahern
SL3R ORANGE
10
Ellingham
SL3 ORANGE
10
Sambridge
SL2R BLUE
10
Guerit
CL3
6
Deguara
SL3 BLUE
8
Caglar
SL1
8
Williams
CL3
9
Camilleri
ANU FC SL1R
7
Miller
MO45s
7
Enayati
SL3 ORANGE
8
Elford
SL3R ORANGE
10
Carroll
SL3R BLUE
10
Nguyen
SL2 BLUE
11
+ 9 Players on 5 Goals
+ 15 Players on 4 Goals
+ 15 Players on 3 goals
+ 29 Players on 2 Goals
+ 74 Players on 1 Goal

GOALS
18
17
16
15
12
11
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
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GOLDEN GLOVE RACE
2020 GOLDEN GLOVE
POS
1
2
2
4
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
12
12
12
13
14
15
16

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

TEAM

Joshua
Carroll
SL3R Orange
Peter
Kibble
CLM4 Blue
Chris
Dryland
Masters 3
Kai
Lee
SL2 Blue
Peter
Philippa
CLM4 White
Cameron
Fox
CLM3
Matt
Faulkner
SL3 Blue
Blake
Greenway
NPL U23
Joseph
Mickleburgh
SL2R Blue
Peter
Papathanasiou Masters O45
Jean-Baptiste
Spahr
SL2 Orange
Daniel
Clink
SL2R Orange
Nick
Dean
SL3R Blue
Keegan
Jackson
NPL 2
Evan
Keeble
SL1
Josh
Campbell
SL1R
Tom
Young
Masters 1
Kieran
Connor
SL3 Orange
Brandon
Wang
CLM4 Orange

GP

GA

9
10
8
10
10
10
13
10
10
6
10
9
7
9
8
10
8
10
8

2
5
4
6
6
7
12
10
11
7
13
12
10
13
13
21
19
35
33

GOALS
/GAME
0.22
0.50
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.70
0.92
1.00
1.10
1.17
1.30
1.33
1.43
1.44
1.63
2.10
2.38
3.50
4.13
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LIFE MEMBER RANSOME MCLEAN

We are delighted to announce that handsome Ransome McLean is being conferred to the
pantheon of immortals and inducted as the newest Life Member of the ANUFC in 2020.
Ranse’s election is based on his long-term service to the club both on and off the field for
nearly two decades. He has been a hard-working player, committed coach, and professional
committee member.
But let’s start by being realistic for a moment, before we induct this new club legend. As a
player, Ranse never reached the greatest heights… He has always played in the lower grades
of the club, at both State League and Masters. But that’s precisely what makes Ranse’s
induction as a Life Member of ANUFC so apt and also so inspirational to other junior club
members – a love of the game, your selfless long-term service to develop the club, a
dedication to maintain the ethos of the club that emphasises fair play and a fair go. . Taken
together, this is what embodies ANUFC rather than your playing level.
Ranse’s first season at the ANUFC was in 2004. He subsequently became SL7 Orange
Manager under Coach Sachind Naidu in 2005. In 2006, he took on the role of ANUFC
Committee member and served as the club’s CF/SRA Liaison Officer, where his “enthusiasm
and responsiveness” was noted as “outstanding” by the then club president, Steve Kaleb.
During the off-season, Ranse also ran the mixed summer comp at ANU.
In 2007, Ranse returned in his role as CF/SRA Liaison Officer, which was noted by new
president Jeremy Murray as “the hardest job on the committee in having to deal with the SRA
and CF on a daily basis organising catch-up games, field hire, and whatever other crap came
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up”, which Ranse performed “with persistence and patience.” Notably, on the park, he also
won the ANU FC Golden Boot with 19 goals for SL8.
But 2008 was an even bigger year for Ranse as he returned as CF/SRA Liaison Officer, picked
up his 5-year service award, played SL7, won the ANU FC President’s Award, and also
coached at the ANU Women’s Soccer Club.
In 2009-10, Ranse stepped up in his role on the committee to serve as Vice-President under
Adam Wilson. He also served as an ANU Sport board member. He primarily played SL7 during
this time under Julian Stockwell, before dropping to SL10 in 2011 under coach Hugh Paterson.
He returned to SL8 in 2012 and SL7 in 2013 under Ric Bracken, and also picked up his 10year ANU FC service award.
By 2014, the ravages of time had taken a toll on Ranse’s fast
but spindly body, and he decided to make the jump to the
Masters leagues. He also took on the coaching reigns at the
ANUFC for the first time, taking charge of the Masters Division
3 (M3) “Oranje” side. Ranse promised to take the league by
storm as a dual player/coach threat. But it was a false dawn
as an early autumnal game against Belwest turned
unfortunate for Ranse with a season-ending injury to his hand
and wrist. Described as “dislocations and fractures aplenty at
the base of his hand along with torn tendons and ligaments
meant that it had to be pinned back together”, the hashtag
#prayforranse was soon trending on Twitter.
Alas, the Masters competitions would have to wait one more season to see the best of former
Golden Boot McLean. But there was a silver lining with his Oranje side winning the 2014 M3
Grand Final under the expert eye of the newest ANU FC gaffer.
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Ranse returned with a renewed enthusiasm and energy for the beautiful game in 2015 as he
stepped up a grade and took on the co-coaching role of the Oranje in M2 with Wayne Bullpitt.
The team won the League Championship but lost the Grand Final in extra-time vs Canberra
Olympic. But then, a twist, with the Oranje awarded the GF win after CF ruled Olympic (true
to form) fielded an ineligible player.
In 2016, Ranse returned as the Oranje coach, now promoted to the M1 grade. Four more
unbroken seasons of coaching followed in 2017 with M3, 2018 with M2, 2019 with M3, and
2020 with M3, who also went through the shortened pandemic season undefeated. In 2021,
Ranse will take on the coaching role at Masters again having already inked a new contract.
Ranse’s significant contribution to the ANU FC across so many aspects of club life over 17
continuous seasons is plain to see; he truly embodies what it means to be a “club man”. He is
a worthy recipient of Life Membership.

Plastic,
Brett Graham,

ANU FC Life Member 2017
Former ANU FC President
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NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

COACH:

JIM DAWSON

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

CHASE DEANS

COACH'S PLAYER:

KEEGAN JACKSON

PREMIERS:

YOOGALI SC

CHAMPIONS:

WAGGA CITY WANDERERS

NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2
TEAM
P W FF D L
Yoogali SC
8 7 0 0 1
Queanbeyan City FC
8 6 0 0 2
Wagga City Wanderers FC 8 4 0 2 2
Canberra White Eagles FC 8 4 0 2 2
ANUFC
8 4 0 0 4
O'Connor Knights SC
8 3 0 1 4
Weston Molonglo FC
8 2 0 2 4
Brindabella Blues FC
8 2 0 1 5
Narrabundah FC
8 0 0 0 8

F
30
18
23
19
16
20
8
11
4

A GD PTS
9 21
21
11 7
18
13 10
14
12 7
14
12 4
12
19 1
10
14 -6
8
22 -11
7
37 -33
0

COACH:

NICHOLAS SEEFRIED

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

GEORGE OWENS

COACH'S PLAYER:

ALASDAIR MOORE

PREMIERS:

ANUFC

CHAMPIONS:

WAGGA CITY WANDERERS

NATIONAL PREMIER LEAGUE 2 U23
TEAM
P W FF D L F
ANUFC
8 8 0 0 0 31
Weston Molonglo FC
8 5 0 1 2 36
Wagga City Wanderers FC 8 5 0 1 2 34
Canberra White Eagles FC 8 4 0 1 3 15
Brindabella Blues FC
8 4 0 1 3 21
O'Connor Knights SC
8 3 0 1 4 25
Yoogali SC
8 3 0 1 4 15
Narrabundah FC
8 1 0 0 7 8
Queanbeyan City FC
8 0 0 0 8 11

A GD PTS
7 24
24
7 29
16
10 24
16
11 4
13
20 1
13
23 2
10
17 -2
10
40 -32
3
61 -50
0
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So, season 2020 was weird for everyone, across our whole club, and right across any and all
community sport anywhere.
But in some ways, it was especially weird for our NPL group. A regular season of 8 games,
including washouts, postponements, byes, mid-week catch-up games, and home games
moved to Cootamundra. I think I can confidently say it’s the weirdest experience of a football
season I’ve had in my entire 46-year involvement in the game.
It would also be fair to conclude that for the first-grade team we might have handled it better
than we did, especially in keeping fit during the COVID suspension. The fact is, by the time
our first league game came about, we were nowhere near match fit. Fitness levels were
incredibly variable across the squad and adapting our game plan to reflect that turned out to
be quite hard, and, in the end, unproductive of competition points.
So, the early losses to Wagga City Wanderers and White Eagles were followed with a morale
boosting win over Weston Molonglo. However, a further loss to Queanbeyan City meant we
had left ourselves a mountain to climb, with a mission to win all our remaining games to claim
a spot in the top four.
While we did manage to put together a run of three straight wins, the game against Yoogali in
Cootamundra was just one week too many. A poor performance and a poor way to end our
competitive season. A “play-off” win over O’Connor was scant consolation.
In contrast was the season of the NPL Under 23s. While facing all the same rat-bag issues
with scheduling and fitness, they put together a perfect season, winning every game, right
until the grand final. Even that game was not lost, with it finishing 1-1 after extra time, and
Wagga City Wanderers getting the trophy after a penalty shootout.
To say that this was an unfair end to their season understates the case severely. We have a
fantastic group of young players who played some scintillating football across all the different
environments they encountered – whether underwater down at Calwell, or on our favourite
surface over at Hawker enclosed, the Under 23 team maintained a really high standard of
football wherever they went.
It is also worth noting that they did this despite the fact that the COVID suspension saw four
of the potential group of players for the 23s not return once we started up again. And with that
we lost some seriously talented players who would have strengthened the group even more.
But I don’t want that to take away anything at all from the wonderful group who won all their
league games and put in so many fantastic performances. Boys, you represented our fine club
wonderfully well. Thank you.
And here’s hoping for a “normal” season, for everyone, in 2021.
Player Profiles
Jan Wojna – Captain and central defender. Well qualified to be a central defender by being
both very tall and (formerly) English. Two qualities that don’t qualify him for much else that we
can think of.
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Tom Crossley – The Golden Voice. One of a very small group of players who can be heard
inside a vacuum in space. Has hammy’s that defy his age.
Chase Deans – Still leads from the front even though he knows that Jan will steal his goals.
Even those from the GF in 2017.
Liam Denvir – Still claims he’s not a fullback. Not fooling anyone.
Isaac Ellis – Does anyone have any sunscreen? Anyone? Bright spark on the sporting and
political field. Organised club social events so that he could give stump speeches. Vote 1.
Blake Greenway – Very reliable between the posts for the 23s. Way too normal a person to
be a keeper. If you need an odd hobby - ask Hopey.
Nick Hope – Definitely a midfielder. Does not play as a central defender. Except for
sometimes. On a seven-step plan to get off the nutmegs once and for all.
Keegan Jackson – New to the club this year. Might have enjoyed the two wins over O’Connor.
Tim Lopez – Too few stepovers in a year where the ANU groundsman specifically gave him
an extra 7 metres of width to do them.
Andrew Manley – For someone who claims to be a centre forward does a very good job as a
defender. Hmmmmm…
Max Mottl – Main failing of the team this year was to not give the ball to Max often enough.
Rare sightings in defensive back 3rd have been reported -- but nobody believes them. Has a
massive mortgage debt due to no free Hellenic beers this year.
Mark O'Neill – Can throw the ball an unfeasibly long way. Team needs to learn what use that
is. Moved to the club to see if he can foil T Lo’s stepovers. He can.
Alex Ollman – See Tim Lopez. Owns his position, a convertible and the hearts of many at the
club.
Rowen Peterkin – Runs with the ball. A lot. Might have Rabies but can still smell a goal chance.
Matthew Rice - Heart as big as Pharlap. Good stayer over 3000 metres. Dependable. Put your
house on him.
Michael Sydney - The Professor. Knows how to give complicated and simple advice, in a noncomplicated simple manner.
Oliver Twyford – Might need to improve post-match drinking performance. Fruit Tingles beep
test next pre-season.
Leo Baeza – Reminds us at least once a season that football really is a game of skill.
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Nelson Cary - Still Mr January in the team Calendar. Shame he couldn’t be Mr September in
the finals.
Alex Clarke – Moved between ‘slight-niggle’ and ‘lucky-to-be-alive’ several times this season.
God bless him. Eventually became greatest home and away supporter.
Harry English – Very reliable. Very quiet. Very charismatic. All true.
Monte Grace – Only stops turning defenders inside out to turn himself inside out. Trained by
a chihuahua chasing its tail.
Ollie Grist – Significantly improved the number of times he aimlessly punted a ball into
Sullivan’s Creek. By that we mean, less. Inverse Mullet haircut footballing type: party up the
front, business at the back.
David Hayter – Team’s chief purveyor of “sexy football”. C’mon Dave, you know it’s
true…Potential pound-for-pound strongest.
Jared Hearn – If that hamstring is going to be that much trouble you should just have it ripped
out. Just don’t mention ham around Timmy.
Alasdair Moore - Knows the FIFA rule book back to front. Dominates midfield back to front.
Could possibly get a haircut, back to front.
Hugh O'Brien - Highest under-rated young talent at the club, that’s no longer under rated. If
his legs don’t get taken for the Canberra Sydney fast train feasibility study, then we look
forward to him around next year.
George Owens – The Bronte Gift. Consistently underestimated by defenders. To their cost.
Nicholas Seefried - After nearly being put down last year, proved the punters wrong and came
back to play the best 45-minute season of his life.
Murphy Shaw - What a year for birthdays. His brain’s footballing section celebrated its 30th
birthday while the rest of his body celebrated his 18th.
Dylan Siow-Lee – Goal machine with a huge rowdy fan base. Ran an average of two ultramarathons per game. Was mainly seen in the opposition’s rear vision mirror -- ‘closer than
they appear’ obviously.
Alex Wilson - Slammed back into the club like a vicious shore-break wave that destroyed
opposition strikers -- who were on that same beach for some reason. Then that wave receded
before finals. The sea giveth and taketh away. Please giveth again.
Connor Woulfe – See Alex Clarke. Still managed to live a fulsome life with his moonboot. Gave
courage and hope to other moonbooters. We look forward to an even more potent left peg
next year.
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STATE LEAGUE 1

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

COACH:

GREG KELLY

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

TYLER GRINDAL

COACH'S PLAYER:

NICHOLAS CRAWFORD

PREMIERS:

ANUFC

STATE LEAGUE 1
TEAM
P W FF
ANUFC
10 6 0
UC Stars Football 5
9 5 0
Woden Valley SC 1
10 5 0
Cooma SC 1
7 4 1
Weston Molonglo FC 1
7 4 0
Yass FC 1
9 3 1
Canberra City SC 1
7 2 0
Brindabella Blues FC 2
7 1 0

D
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

L
3
3
4
2
2
5
5
6

F
18
21
23
10
12
10
13
6

A GD PTS
14 4
19
10 11
16
19 4
16
3
7
13
6
6
13
19 -9
10
26 -13
6
16 -10
3

SL1 had its best league result since 2016. We finished first (if you just rely on SportsTG
data) or second on goal difference (if you know a few other results) on the unofficial
ladder.
Above all the team’s achievement was due to the COMMITMENT of all players to both
training and match attendance. Commitment was a selection criterion at the start of
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the season and the players chosen backed their words then with action all season,
even on cold wet August nights.
COVID-19 probably threw a bigger spanner into SL1’s season than other teams. Over
a third of the original squad had to withdraw as the virus took its toll on players’ study,
work and family lives. The squad reduced from the initial 18 players down to 15 and
then 14. Those who joined as replacements for original members stepped up superbly.
The players’ commitment made the coach’s job both easier and more challenging.
Easier because training sessions could be planned knowing exactly who would be
there. This meant the playing system could be developed and rehearsed with players
in the roles they would have on match day. No more asking people to play out of
position at training because someone else had failed to show up. Happy coach ☺.
Committed players are passionate about their team. They demand high standards
from themselves, their teammates, the coach, training sessions and the tactical
system. Meeting those standards was the coach’s challenge. A measure of the team’s
football and personal maturity was that when the coach fell short in some aspect the
players didn’t whinge and whisper behind his back. They raised the issue directly and
discussed it sensibly, attacking the problem not the person. The team’s performance
and results show the players learnt a lot this year, but the coach learnt even more.
Game highlights included Ed’s free kick in the first game of the year, the gritty draw
against Weston-Molonglo in the rain and mud that started our strong run for the rest
of the season, Cuneyt’s skill in his double against Yass, the 5-2 thumping of Woden
Valley, Daniel’s Columbian cunning with “injuries” late in close games and the fact that
all our goals came from good football, not flukes or accidents. Lowlights? Lowlights
have no place in the annual SCUM.
Time to meet The Commitments …..
Kobby Ansah exemplifies the best of ANUFC – able, willing and a top bloke (the
soon-to-be Mrs Ansah has chosen well), put into the engine room of central midfield
this year and did the job every game, all game.
Dylan Braagaard joined late to boost numbers just when we needed it, young, keen
to play 100 minutes every game, good skills, lethal shot from distance and able to deal
physically with older ex-NPL grouches.
Cuneyt Caglar also joined late when his PhD workload took him away from an NPL1
club (thank God for PhDs), our golden boot, as per last year’s report Cuneyt really
should be in ANUFC’s NPL squad, hopefully his academic workload and the 2021 NPL
coach will make that happen.
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Nick Crawford the runaway winner of the Mr Quiet Achiever award and very
deservingly the Coach’s Award, led the backline with the right actions at the right time,
working with fellow defenders to reduce goals conceded per match by 50% from 2019.
Ed Dickinson wins the Black Knight award (“tis but a scratch, I’ll be fine, will rest
Wednesday and play Saturday, etc.”) for sacrificing his hammy completely for the
team, until then having an excellent season in attack and at training, great on- and offfield talk, excellent linesman during rehab.
Tyler Grindal has almost no internal organs because his entire chest is taken up by
his HEART, standout winner of Players’ Player for his talent, passion, football brain,
on- and off-field talk, professional-level dedication, you get the picture, terrific bloke
too.
Casper Guo-Yuthok this year accidentally revealed his secret shame as a winger
– he’s a superb central defender, so back to the dungeons for Casper where his
dynamism helped turn last year’s leaky ship into well, a really tight ship; also
successfully negotiated with coach to be let loose up front sometimes in matches to
terrorise opposition defences.
Daniel Gutierrez that dash of South American flair in defence that drives opponents
mad – surrounded by three closely pressing opposition forwards in your own penalty
area? easy solution – nutmeg two, lob the third and send a 60m cross-field pass to
the feet of our winger on the other side of the park.
Rob Illingworth hard to improve on the excellent human he already is, but Captain
Complete is making great strides as a player, game analyst and coach, ANUFC must
make a big effort to keep him within the fold (I suggest as a player/assistant coach
with NPL and U23s) because other clubs have noticed his abilities.
Evan Keeble another post-plague arrival, absolutely useless [Yes that should do it,
can’t have any other team, certainly not NPL, know that we had THE BEST KEEPER
IN THE STATE LEAGUE BY A COUNTRY MILE and probably one of the top four in
NPL. Yep, keep him a secret so he plays with SL1 again next year. And don’t let
anyone know he’s really dedicated to training and is a good bloke.]
Matt Ling from Tasmania <insert tasteless joke here to create social media storm and
fierce defence of free speech by Fox media pundits>, just what the doctor ordered for
a coach whose tactical system depends on wide wing play, undoubtedly SL1’s best
winger of the past three years with genuine speed, skill and great first touch, surely
ANU has a cloning facility somewhere on campus?
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Callum McGarty one of four talented teenagers (with Dylan, Henry and Oscar)
stepping from the comfort of the U18 league to the mayhem and physicality of SL1,
took the jump in his stride, great at holding the ball in a crowd, super goal against UC,
never whinged when interchanged, should have a crack at NPL U23s in 2021.
Henry Ricketts probably had the biggest jump to make from U18s, put heart, soul and
body into it and so made himself the most improved player over the season, never
dropped his head in the tough times, always willing to learn and become a better
player, NPL U23s might be a bridge too far next year, but if improvement continuers
at this year’s rate 2022 is looking good.
Oscar Wilson teen sacrifice thrown to the lions in the central midfield engine room
and emerged only mildly bloodied, excellent first touch, fine football brain, quick
learner, just needs a few more anabolic steroids on his Weet-Bix for SL1, definite NPL
U23 prospect for 2021.
Qiuyi Zhang joined late just when needed, that rarest of ANUFC commodities – a leftsided full back, sadly departed early on the pathetic pretext of a fabulous job in
Sydney, left behind lots of relieved opposition forwards who couldn’t believe that
someone 1.8m tall and 40 kg could be so fast, skilful and brutal in the tackle.
Finally, many thanks to the players from other teams who helped SL1 when numbers
were short:
• Angus Darragh and Gary Pendlebury from SL1 Reserves
• Mo Elkheir from SL2 Reserves
• Sam Long, Lin Luo and Kaushal Sharma from Community League 4 White
The coach learnt a lot about coaching from SL1 in 2020. It was a pleasure to work with
you.
Thanks guys.
Greg Kelly
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STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES
COACH:

IAIN WARNER

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

NICOLAUS STRAUCH

COACH'S PLAYER:

LACHLAN MARTIN
RYAN BLAKE

PREMIERS:
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UC STARS

STATE LEAGUE 1 RESERVES
TEAM
P W FF D L
UC Stars Football 6
9 7 0 2 0
Canberra City SC 2
6 5 0 1 0
ANUFC
9 4 0 1 4
Yass FC 2
10 4 1 1 5
Brindabella Blues FC 3
6 3 0 0 3
Weston Molonglo FC 2
6 2 0 1 3
Cooma SC 2
7 2 1 0 5
Woden Valley SC 2
9 1 0 0 8

F
40
27
25
15
16
21
8
16

A GD PTS
10 30
23
9 18
16
21 4
13
19 -4
13
18 -2
9
18 3
7
30 -22
6
43 -27
3

COVID. What a c$%t. No, I mean seriously, what an absolute c#@t.
Thanks to the aforementioned c&*t, this year simultaneously feels like the shortest and longest
season on record. It’s been so long since we actually started pre-season that I suspect most
of us have forgotten that we had multiple pre-season training sessions cancelled due to
“hazardous to your health” levels of smoke. Actual fucking smoke.
So, while our thoughts do go to those that had their communities burned to the ground, and
those that have been badly affected by the c$%t, it really has been an unusual and largely
unsatisfactory season.
But at least we had a season. We at least got the opportunity to leave our households and our
families a couple of times a week – which for those of us that dealt with home schooling, home
working, and home everything, that has been an absolute godsend.
Which brings us to the committee – without whom we would not have had any season at all.
Most players have no clue how much effort is put in by coaches and the committee to ensure
they can run around playing the game we all love. In this crazy of crazy years, the committee
has gone above and beyond – and I for one, thank them whole heartedly.
In keeping with tradition, I shall now do my usual season highlights and lowlights. In keeping
with the season generally, these shall be shorter than usual.
Season highlights:
- Hmm…
- Well…
- We had at least some sort of season – so let’s call that a highlight.
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-

Lachie, Ryan, Chuck and Gaz – four guys who put in great effort
Playing 5 well and truly masters age players due to lack of numbers. Funny stuff.
One of those masters age players showing the young bloke how it’s done and winning
player’s’ player – well deserved, but still… step up young/fit/fast blokes!

Season lowlights:
- Callum McGill – silly fucker.
- Oscar Morgan – I do genuinely hope he is ok, but I wouldn’t know.
- Cam Thomas – who goal keeps for another team when you have wash out and does
an 8-week shoulder injury?
- Josh getting a head injury 2 minutes into the second game when we were 2-0 down –
that said, the ANU security guard recognising Josh’s student number “wait a moment,
I remember you…” did make it somewhat worthwhile.
- COVID – what a c#$t.
All we can do now is raise a glass, toast the season that was, and look forward to things being
better next year.
Oh – player profiles have been cancelled due to COVID restrictions requiring 1.5 pages
between each profile and the club not having enough money for all that paper.
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STATE LEAGUE 2 BLUE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

LACHIE BAYLISS

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

PHILIP O'BYRNE

COACH'S PLAYER:

MATTHEW O'BRIEN

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

STATE LEAGUE 2
TEAM
P W FF
ANUFC Blue
11 10 0
ANUFC Orange
10 8
0
UC Stars Football 7
9 6
0
Narrabundah FC 1
8 5
0
Canberra City SC 3
10 4
0
Burns FC 2
9 3
0
Weston Molonglo FC 3
8 3
0
Belwest Foxes SC 3
9 2
0
Tuggeranong United FC 6 8 1
0
Belsouth FC 2
10 0
0

D
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1

L
1
1
2
2
5
4
4
7
6
9

F
44
41
27
23
21
18
15
9
10
14

A
7
13
12
16
28
17
15
28
45
41

GD PTS
37
30
28
25
15
19
7
16
-7
13
1
11
0
10
-19
6
-35
3
-27
1

Dropping points in just one game, it was a beautiful season to be a member of the SL2B
Championship team.
Led from the back by Players Player winner Phil O’Byrne, the team was based around a strong
backline, with plenty of creativity going forward. His CB partner Matty O’Brien left it to the last
game of the season to show off his prowess going forward with a goal-of-the-seasoncontending 30yd effort wrong footing the keeper and going in off the underside of the crossbar.
From protecting the flank to overlapping down the side the winner of the season’s crossbar
challenge was Nick Warren-Smith with a whopping 4 strikes of the woodwork before (finally)
finding the back of the net.
Ollie White made his way forward more than once on a mazy run, famous for embarrassing
defenders before embarrassing himself when attempting to finish. With Luis Boggiano more
inclined to fake a concussion and get on the post-game beers a little early than play a full 90,
Mike Sywak was forced to do more than just go for nutmegs in the warmup. Our final member
of the back four, Vibe Captain Angus Lloyd kept not just the goal, but also Canberra’s secondhand ski jacket retailers in the black.
Lachie “Wiz” Wisdom demonstrated that the true call of a number 6 was to drill 30-yard
screamers with both left and right feet. CEO of “SanbyBall Pty Ltd.’, Liam Sandy categorically
disputes all lawsuits claiming the sport is just a rip off HeadTennis.
Braydon Turner was unstoppable on the ball, in fact, the best way to stop him was to send
him to Sydney on game days. Rob Monterosso moved the ball better than most and did so for
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the most part with half the prescribed number of hamstrings. Thomas Larkin has the best
instep in the grade — the only thing capable of stopping Larko this season was having to
“quarantine” with his “girlfriend”.
Warm up experts James Grandy and Matthew Wilson refused to share their pregame rituals
with the rest of the team, but demonstrated their effectiveness going past defenders twice (or
three, or four, or five times) their age…
Diego Albornoz played the best game of his season week 1 on the left wing, before finding his
permanent position in the medical tent. Tournament Golden Boot winner Ariel Larkey and
strike partner Dan Nguyen left it to week 4 or 5 to realise they’d score more goals if they
passed the ball to each other.
The team was all wrapped up by Goalkeeper Lee Kais Murilô, with cat like reflexes he kept
back up goalkeeper Lachie Bayliss on the bench for all but 86 minutes of the season. Overall
this season was successful both on and off the field. With premiership medals currently holding
more value than a cure for Covid-19 - the only thing making these boys sick are victory
schooners, and premiership-pints.
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STATE LEAGUE 2 ORANGE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

FELIX FRECKMANN

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

SEBASTIAN SUMMERSBY-MITCHELL

COACH'S PLAYER:

JAMES KIMBER

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

STATE LEAGUE 2
TEAM
P W FF
ANUFC Blue
11 10 0
ANUFC Orange
10 8
0
UC Stars Football 7
9 6
0
Narrabundah FC 1
8 5
0
Canberra City SC 3
10 4
0
Burns FC 2
9 3
0
Weston Molonglo FC 3
8 3
0
Belwest Foxes SC 3
9 2
0
Tuggeranong United FC 6 8 1
0
Belsouth FC 2
10 0
0

D
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1

L
1
1
2
2
5
4
4
7
6
9

F
44
41
27
23
21
18
15
9
10
14

A
7
13
12
16
28
17
15
28
45
41

GD PTS
37
30
28
25
15
19
7
16
-7
13
1
11
0
10
-19
6
-35
3
-27
1

First time Coach Felix Freckmann took over ANUFC’s 5th team from previous coach Jack
Mendham. After responding with a hesitant “oh, I mean, not really…” to the initial offer of the
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coaching job, a complete 180 occurred after a full 0.3 seconds of thought. I was lucky enough
to inherit a good portion of the backbone from last year’s team: Hugo, Kimber, Rhys, Grant,
Finn and eventually Rowan too. The task of assembling a competitive team was underway.
Ed “I’ve got IB sorry” Raftesath was poached from my team from the previous season, despite
Wilson asking politely not to steal all of his best players. His mate Gus “I also have IB sorry”
Cowan then turned up one session and assume he was also in the team. The arrival of two
players with good footballing reputations only inspired more hope for the season, Dylan
“avocado” Morris (who once played against Daniel De Silva and went to school with Trent
Sainsbury) and Liam “used to be cool but now likes maths” King (who played in the academy
of some team called Reading).
The biggest transfer of the pre-season was still yet to come, with Sebastian “Coach, it’s not
looking good” Summersby-Mitchell being coaxed out of an ACL induced semi-retirement. Seb
brought with him a number of key players: the supremely talented shot-stopper Jean-Baptiste
“Jib” Spahr, the occasionally supremely talented Lochie “special delivery” Pino, the supremely
injured George “coach put me upfront” Volis and the supremely handsome and self-described
best MMA fighter in Canberra Tom Wate-Bootle. Club veteran and Liverpool die-hard Paul
“Bobby Firmino” Mullens arrived to add some much needed experience and quality upfront
and the final piece of the puzzle fell into place when Ollie “King of Canberra” Carr decided he
could juggle coaching juniors at Tuggeranong with playing a few blokes that act like them.
Despite some early doubts from onlookers, fellow coaches and some of the players we
decided to set up with a 3-5-2 formation. The game plan was simple, create space for each
other, pass the ball around a bit, work an opening and THEN pass to the quick boys up top.
We planned to run our opponents ragged and, in some instances, run over our opponents
(think Seb, Tom, George, etc). The whole COVID thing really killed our momentum. No football
made a few members of the team go a bit crazy. When things finally got back underway, we
unfortunately lost Liam who made the fatal error of trying to tackle his teammate Seb and
broke his ankle.
We started the season in great attacking form. A 10-4 victory in our first game against Belsouth
showed we still had some work to do on the defensive side. A 7-1 win at Canberra City thanks
to a Pino masterclass. A disappointing 0-0 draw against UC in round 3 despite JB’s stunning
performance in goal left the team really g’d up for the derby against ANU in round 4. It was a
tight affair in the pouring rain on willows with the midfield and defence holding their own against
a talented opposition. A wonderful long ball from Seb and calm finish from Felix ensured we
left with bragging rights and all 3 points.
A succession of 4-1 victories followed, firstly over Belwest in the pouring rain on a sloppy pitch
which featured a peach of a long-range curler from Kimber, and then Weston, with the Weston
game notable for having incredibly vocal support – i.e. they screamed
WEEEESSSSSSSSDDDOOOONNN for the entire game. Pino celebrated his goal against
Weston by running down the sideline screaming like WESDDDOONN, drawing laughs from
both sets of players and some choice words from the visiting supporters. A 3-0 win over our
rivals Burns featured an absolute howitzer of a long-range goal from Sebastian and an
unfortunate season ending injury to star midfielder Hugo. After a 7-0 thumping of Tuggers the
week after (featuring 7 different scorers) we readied ourselves for the rematch against our
ANU rivals for a shot at the *unofficial* title.
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Despite taking the lead early on after a Tom Wate-Bootle finish we never really got going. The
game ended 4-1 to ANU3. Credit to the ANU 3 boys they out played us despite being a man
down for almost the entire second half. Unfortunately, also we lost Seb to another ACL injury
(this time his good leg). We finished the season with a 4-2 win over Narrabundah, featuring
a wonderful hat-trick from Pino who saved his coach’s blushes after some wasteful 1on1
finishing and a “disgusting” slight pull of an opponent’s shirt from Ed.
So, at the end of the season we tallied up the stats. 10 games, 8 wins, 1 draw, 1 loss. 10 halftime talks from the coach telling his players to stop trying to play too quickly - “Every single
half-time talk I say the same thing. Pass it round a bit THEN play it forward” - 4 great oneliners from JB to break the tension, 5 players wearing headbands at the same time, 2 ACL
injuries and 1 decent bunch of blokes.
I’d just like to say a big thank-you to all of my players, everyone who filled in for us when we
needed numbers (Jacob, Max) and to Lovie for supporting myself and the team each week
and occasionally doing something worthwhile with the boots on too. Cheers to a good season
lads.
Player Profiles:
Grant Brown: A rare combination of size, speed, defensive awareness and quick feet. Grant
would often be found winning the ball in a dangerous area and getting out of danger with some
handy footwork. Played across the back three and occasionally wide right, Grant consistently
made life difficult for attackers and made them look stupid when they tried to press him. When
he wasn’t messing with mice in his secret lab, he provided a calm head in defence, and was
dependable as anyone. He put in some great performances, most notably his MOTM
performance against Burns.
Oliver Carr: The King of Canberra, “Ollie Carr how the F*** are ya”, aggressive finger guns,
turning up to games after his real estate job in his brown suit, bringing his cowboy brother and
his yobbo mates to games. These are all things I think of when I hear Ollie’s name. By far the
most serious trainer in the team, you can usually find Ollie steaming through the cone slalom
only to try some ridiculous outside of the boot effort on the volley. Hard working and unselfish
in midfield with a great eye for a pass, his experience in coaching junior football definitely
helped in our very immature team. Another member of the headband cartel, he is probably
capable of the spectacular from range but was yet to demonstrate it.
Gus Cowan: With legs as long as flag poles, Gus can pick your pocket from anywhere. When
he wasn’t doing IB runs he could be found in the midfield headband cartel, often wearing as
many layers as humanly possible. With wonderful passing, dribbling and tackling skills Gus
was a great asset in the midfield three. His awareness and decision making improved
throughout the season and was regularly playing the key pass before the assist, sliding the
ball wide to his mate Ed or covering for George when he inevitably was out of position.
Hugo Dunkely: The charm and charisma of a team so sorely lacking, Hugo’s good looks and
boyish smile hide the tenacious midfielder he really is. Graceful and composed on the ball, he
makes his teammates look much better than they are. A key member of the headband cartel,
one drop of the shoulder and some quick feet is all Hugo needs to create the space to do the
damage on the field. Former teammate and my housemate Liam King gushes about him, and
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I’ve had to stop mentioning his name at home for fear of creating a uh …. mess. Off the ball
however he is not afraid to put a fit in and disrupt the opponent’s momentum. Some great on
field performances were matched with some equally poor efforts off the field, however.
Rowan du Toit: Captain on the field, Rowan was the vocal presence and respectable bloke
this team really needed. The only player on the team actually willing to attack the ball in the
air, his booming clearances and thumping challenges kept the defence locked up. Used his
aerial ability to great effect on the other end, scoring a great header against
WEEEEEEEEESSSSSSDDDDOONNN. Aside from the occasional offside-related whinge at
training Rowan was a great leader for his team mates on the field. Sending kissy faces to his
teammates on nights and hassling his coach while he was at work lose him points off the field
though.
His coach says: Dependable and quality player in midfield. Hard working with a good
technique and capable of the spectacular from range (see a beautiful curling effort against
Belwest). Coach’s award winner for a reason, despite needing to stretch every 5 minutes.
Felix Freckmann: Player-coach. Accused of many things: not passing enough, passing too
much, not running enough, running too much, having a shit haircut, picking the team to get
him the best service. Scored some goals, missed almost as many chances. Ran around fast
sometimes and occasionally demonstrated a great weight of pass and eye for a defence
splitting through ball. Often found yelling at his team on the sideline, asking people to calm
down despite not being exactly calm himself and telling his team (Pino) to shut up and stop
talking back to the ref.
James Kimber: Kimber was a core part of the midfield this year, stepping up to the challenge
of doing all the defensive work for his teammates. Kimber was easy to spot on the field with
his luscious locks, bright coloured headbands and the famous moustache. Over years of
playing, his game experience would often show in the field, alongside his short temper. To the
amazement of the team, Kimber did not receive any suspensions based on his fiery attitude.
When Kimber wasn’t on the field impressing, he was off the field trying to impress the ladies.
With ball skills as quick as his thumb swiping right on a Saturday night, Kimber would make
easy work of opponent’s week in, week out.
Dylan Morris: Dyl came into the season not having played in almost 5 years. He started the
season a bit slow, probably due to the unfamiliarity of his new LCB position but found his feet
and his rhythm as the season wore on. When he wasn’t selling arms to international actors,
he was crunching opposition attackers with his slide tackles and zipping the ball around like
Roberto Carlos in his prime. Unlike Roberto he didn’t manage to make it past the halfway line
all season though. Opponents trembled as Dylan approached, knowing that if he didn’t get
them on the field, he’d be directing drone strikes on their last known address.
Paul Mullens: The most ‘experienced’ member of the team (don’t call him old, don’t call him
old) Paul provided a great source of knowledge for his younger and more impressionable
teammates. Great movement and team play upfront were as much of a hallmark of Paul’s play
as his killer first touch and clinical finishing. Developed a great partnership with Tom and Felix
as the season wore on. Often found at training talking about Liverpool to anyone who would
listen. Kept his coach company in the partially bleached hair club.
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Rhys McMahon: Quiet and reserved compared to many of his more, shall we, say boisterous
teammates, Rhys made a habit of keeping opponent attackers quiet. When he wasn’t killing
the hopes and dreams of opposing wingers, he would often take the chance to make some
Sheffield United – esque overlapping runs from CB and provide an extra outlet going forward
much to the surprise of our opponents. Often sporting some sharply trimmed sideburns and
ugly West Ham kits, Rhys really did his #10 proud in Hugo’s absence. Provided a wonderful
assist for Pino’s hat trick from a free kick against bundah.
Lochie Pino: Pino debuted in a position obscure to his history in football, the wings. With only
previous experiences as a wingback, Lochie demonstrated astounding technical ability
throughout the season making more than his girlfriend swoon. Although Lochie encountered
a hamstring injury he sought to uptake a leadership defining role by aggressing the
opposition’s defenders, creating chance after chance and even sealing a hat-trick in his final
game. Lochie may not be the largest on the team, but his bark was enough to strike fear of an
unruly bite, intimidating his opposition throughout the season. Lochie’s shortcoming came
from his positional and spatial awareness, demanding the ball from all parts of the field, it
became much however, and the magician’s performance always left the fans cheering.
Ed Raftesath: Equally adept on both feet, Ed is a nightmare to play against. Full gas all the
time, playing in the wingback role he gets up and down all game and is a threat to skin you
outside and cross or turn inside and curl one to the far corner. In midfield he covered every
blade of grass on the pitch and would frequently astonish his coach by seemingly teleporting
across the field to track and win the ball. While IB sure is good for his fitness, with consistent
training and game time Ed could improve his all-round game even further and even threaten
the top scores in the team. Definitely glad I poached him from Wilson.
Jean-Baptiste Spahr: Cat-like reflexes in goal combined with a mug that piqued the interest
of all the females in the area. JB pulled off more incredible saves this season than I can do
justice. On countless occasions he got his teammates and occasionally himself out of jail with
a save that would make Hugo Lloris proud. I’ve played with a couple of great keepers but JB
is the best of the lot. His quick distribution to Seb kept us ticking over and he really improved
his play with his feet over the season. Great for a cracking one liner, calling opponents F*****
geriatrics, beanpoles to name a few. Never afraid to point out exactly where and how his
teammates could improve either.
Sebastian Summersby-Mitchell: Having a player in your team with first grade experience is
always a plus, even if they only have one functioning leg. That did not stop Seb from bulldozing
any and every player who made the fatal mistake of trying to play football in his general vicinity.
Despite his statistically average height compared to the general population, Seb was nigh on
impossible to outmuscle or get past. He commanded his back three and helped his fellow
defenders feel at ease on the field. Composed on the ball with a great range of passing, Seb
would start all our attacks by dropping deep to receive from JB. We he did venture forwards,
often against instructions, he displayed his absolute rocket of a long shot to deadly effect. An
outstanding player and generally ok-ish bloke, Seb was the runaway winner of the Player’s
Player vote and deservedly so.
Finlay Turpin: Up and down the right side of the field all game. His motor and willingness to
work for his teammates was a source of inspiration for the rest of them. Finn’s defensive game
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at RB was never in question but he really demonstrated his threat going forward in his more
advanced role this season. Composed on the ball and dogged in the challenge, his positional
and situational awareness was a real bonus for many of is less disciplined teammates. Often
challenging Tom for the title of the most ripped.
George Volis: George “coach put me upfront” Volis was a player riddled with injury early in
the season, forcing him to watch the first few rounds. He was eager to make his impact on
return in the ANU Derby, helping his side to their triumphant win, and continued this form
through the season. George started the season in the backline as Sebastian’s grasshopper,
later moving to try and prove himself in the midfield. Throughout this season, George proved
he could hold his own alongside the greats of Kimber and Hugo, cementing his position as an
only-attack-no-defence midfielder. Although the 0 goals 0 assists stats might say otherwise,
George had a momentous impact on ANU 5s attacking prowess. Whether it be from the
sidelines cheering the team on, or attempting and failing multiple skill moves, George was a
role model player in the eyes of his teammate Tom Wate-Bootle, helping the team to an
outstanding season.
Tom Wate-Bootle: Easily the most physically impressive player in the team (if not the whole
club), Tom combined a ballerina’s touch with pure unadulterated power. Looking very much
the part as his self-proclaimed title of Canberra’s best fighter, he made opponents nervous
changing into his kit before kick-off. A fantastic team player, Tom would easily have had more
goals had his teammates shared his unselfishness. He provided a great outlet and support for
his mates Paul and Felix up top and often tracked back into midfield to successfully win the
ball and start the counter. Put in a great shift in midfield against Bundah too which would’ve
made a few nervous about losing their spot.
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STATE LEAGUE 2R BLUE
COACH:

RHODRI DAVIES/MARCO DE CHANG

ASSISTANT/CHIEF SCOUT

JOHN MAMMOLITI

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

CAMERON SAMBRIDGE

COACH'S PLAYER:

ROSS EDWARDS
JOEY MICKLEBURGH

PREMIERS:
POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ANUFC BLUE

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES
TEAM
P W FF D L
ANUFC Blue
11 9 0 0 2
ANUFC Orange
10 7 0 1 2
Weston Molonglo FC 4
9 6 1 1 2
Belwest Foxes SC 1
9 5 0 3 1
Burns FC 3
9 5 0 1 3
Canberra City SC 4
10 5 0 0 5
Belsouth FC 1
11 2 0 1 8
UC Stars Football 8
9 2 0 0 7
Tuggeranong United FC 3 9 1 0 2 6
Narrabundah FC 2
9 1 0 1 7

F
32
23
29
27
17
26
16
19
15
16

A
12
13
11
19
8
29
40
27
31
30

GD PTS
20
27
10
22
18
19
8
18
9
16
-3
15
-24
7
-8
6
-16
5
-14
4
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ANU FC 4 (Blue) began 2020
reeling from the loss of numerous
stars from our championship
winning 2019 season: Marco De
Angelis and John Mammoliti, who
were
recovering
from
knee
reconstructions; Bilal WhoShane,
who was heading to COVID central
in Melbourne to commence a new
career as a track and tracer; Joey
Wild, who had travelled across the
Pacific to make American babies;
and Joel Viney and David
Blackmore – who were bored of
winning titles and wanted a new
challenge. In light of the awesome
bond between this squad, however,
De Angelis and Mammoliti stuck
around on the coaching team, whilst
WhoShane ensured he was an ever present at team bondage events, given his inability to
travel to Victoria. Viney and Blackmore were in the terraces whenever possible. Wild was busy
making babies, whilst wearing last year’s championship winning medal around his neck.
Despite these setbacks, ANU’s coaching duo of the year, Davies and De Angelis, brough
together a stellar cast of players, building on the survivors from last year’s title winning squad,
Joey Mick-le-bro, Cameron Sambridge, Malcolm Sambridge, Jack Bell, Max Bonic, Sho De
Silva, Ross Edwards, John Grehan, Chris Schimizzi and Lachie Tan. Nicholas Pyne
deservedly kept his role as team skipper, after years of unrivalled success in the role. Some
above average talent in the form of Sam Burt and Callum Phillips (who?!?) were drafted in at
the death, whilst Mo Elkheir tore up his contract with Gungahlin Under 9s to join the revolution.
It has been argued that the biggest triumph of the pre-season, however, was securing the
return of James Patterson from a sabbatical at King Swim. Sports pundits had often
commented that a top-class left back was the missing piece of the puzzle: it didn’t take long
for us to realise that sports pundits are inept. The true signings of the season were, without
doubt, Nick Duoros, Callum Sambridge and Ruari Fleming: three handsome stallions with
above average banter and succulent footballing talent.
In short, the boys had an amazing season, winning every game comfortably, aside from the
two friendlies against ANU FC 6. These matches will be remembered fondly by the 6s and will
likely turn out to be career highlights (aside from the unfortunate Daniel Blair who probably
won’t remember much of 2020 -- all jokes aside, the entire SL4 squad is pleased to see that
Dan’s made a full recovery). However, the fact of the matter is that people never remember
who is victorious in battle… history is written about those that win wars … and once again, as
was the case in 2019, the war was won by ANU FC 4. The trophy is heading back to where it
belongs… in the direction of ANU FC 4.
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From the Coaches (Davies & De Angelis)
The coaches would like to thank the entire group for their
efforts this year. We would also like to thank the ANU
“board”, particularly Jonathan, Harrison, Greg, Ryan and
Brett, for ensuring that the season was as close to
normality as possible. COVID tried to put a dampener on
things, but our team spirit and bond has grown over
another 12 months. Next season will likely be the grand
finale in the epic career of player-coach Davies and, with
this close-knit group, there’s no doubt it’s going to be
special. Winning the title, for two consecutive seasons
is no mean feat: winning it three years in a row is what
comes next.
To our award winners: the entire squad were outstanding
this year, but your prizes are thoroughly deserved.
CONGRATULATIONS. Special mentions to Jack Bell
and Callum Sambridge, who played in whatever
positions asked, and excelled. Also, thanks to Lachie Bayliss and a few of the 2s, who helped
out when most of the squad was in quarantine early in the season!!
Davies & De Chang, over and out.
Player Profiles:
Jack Bell:
What a left foot, what a player, what a man. Jack licks his lips and readjusts his shorts at the
prospect of a seemingly impregnable defence, and oh, how we've seen him penetrate, getting
in behind and swinging his balls in. Watching Jack spill his seed on the game each week has
been an eye-roll-inducing pleasure. He has a left foot like a homing missile and a right foot
that makes you think he's playing in flip flops. Not awfully fond of heading the ball is our Jack.
I, the anonymous writer of this piece, have in training many times been left mesmerised and
disgusted at once. Mesmerised by the quality of my service and disgusted by Jack's
unwillingness to put his head on the end of it. Game day is a different story, however, and it
is a testament to Jack's love for the club that on a Saturday afternoon, if only ever on a
Saturday afternoon, he will put his forehead on the line for Podge, Marco and the fellas. He's
a great player and a great character to have in the team let’s have more of the same in 2021!
Max Bonic:
Maximus Bonic is known for his classy British accent and hard-tackling style, often at the
expense of getting the ball and purely getting the player. When asked about the secret of his
success, Max noted it was the combination of half-time vaping and a Pepsi max. The boys
missed Max’s tenacity at the start of the season as he was out with a knee injury: relating to
an infection acquired whilst ploughing his Mrs in a wattle tree. He quickly made his impact
upon his return to the team, however, racking up 4 yellow cards for the season, the most of
any player in the division. Despite missing the start of the season, Max managed to score a
goal by way of a penalty. While Max believed he was now off a nudie, reports state that he is
currently under investigation for whether a penalty can count towards a player's nudie tally.
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Insiders report that Max is due appear before the Dubious Goals Tribunal to answer to this
allegation.
Sam Burt:
A mid-season signing brought into fill a growing defensive void in the squad, Sam slotted in
fantastically during the two games he played, adding a commanding presence at the back and
an element of natural beauty not seen in this squad since the departure of Dom Seccombe.
Sadly, Sam popped practically every ligament going in his knee during stretching circles, so
his season ended prematurely. Despite that, the squad have fond memories of Sam. He will
be welcome back in 2021, provided he gets a new housemate!
Shohan de Silva:
The man with a deadly left and right foot. Sho has been an absolute beast from playing left
back to left wing, you can put the man anywhere and he’ll make some magic happen. Playing
CB and GK in the final game shows that this man is versatile wherever you put him, and he
can make things happen. Good to know that Kyle Walker can play with Andy Robertson! This
season saw many standout performances from Sho: there is little doubt that both Belwest and
Burns will not want to see him again… but the boys can’t wait to see more of the same from
this little greyhound in 2021!
Rhodri Davies:
Mauricio Podgettino, where do we begin? This short season has been filled with nothing but
fingers and huge controversies from the 67-year-old defensive midfielder who, despite being
eligible to access his super, has chosen to continue playing ANU4’s in the hope of being
signed for Swansea next season. As a man whose judgment was impaired significantly prior
to the commencement of the season, his cognitive abilities were done no favours in the
infamous head clash against ANU 6’s, after which he did well to resist the advances of a saucy
young Latina who was tending to him. From his slides to his banter, Podgey has been largely
inconsistent this season, but we wouldn’t have it any other way. Here’s to the smashing career
finale next season Dr Davies xx
Nicholas Douros
After a few seasons out of the fold (which were highly visible), Douros returned to ANU which
was seen as a major coup by most inside observers. Douros joined the team late in the preseason due to an apparent mandatory isolation, however, the real reason, skipping some of
Podge’s renowned gruelling fitness seasons was well known, especially considering he
needed an oxygen mask after 1 full lap around ANU South. Nonetheless, Douros slotted
straight back into the team very quickly on commencement of the season with some highly
impactful 10-minute stints from the bench and even more impactful sideline chatter,
particularly his fascination with sealing the deal with Patto’s boss. Week on Week after every
match the words ‘SANBBYYYYY’ followed by audible laughter could be heard for miles. A
particular favourite of mine were rather accurate rat noises made in the direction of a certain
Master Splinter lookalike on a certain Canberra city team. On the field, week on week Douros
performances improved with his uncanny ability to put his balls between various legs on show.
But Douros, was not only all flash, the finished product was becoming regular with some
strikes which Stevie G would be proud of. All on all it was a successful return for Douros,
impacting both on and off the field. A sign of that success was the fact that he nearly scored
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as many goals as tubs of hair gel he went through during the season, the end result being
tubs of hair gel 10 to goals 5.
Ross Edwards:
The capital football gods smiled upon ANUFC’s SL2 Reserves this year with an inform Ross
Edwards card. He’s not cheap; rumours suggest he will be released at around 1.5 million
market price, and for good reason. As shown by his performance as the engine of the SL2
Reserves team, Ross’s high/high offensive to defensive work rate makes him the must have
box-to-box midfielder in your Ultimate Team. The stats don’t lie; the triple threat of passing,
dribbling and pace was the bane of any midfielder who thought themselves worthy of the
challenge. With his off-season glow up worthy of Adama Traore, FIFA correctly rated his
physical stats at 99, and with that Ross Edwards introduced bully ball into his style of game.
Ross’s shoulders were often too wide for any defender to get around him for the ball – and his
tendency to pick the tightest fitting shirt was always appreciated by the fans. After a 1 goal
season last year, Ross’s manager spent a hefty sum of FIFA coins in shooting bonus stats –
entering this season with a record breaking 32 shooting attribute. Nevertheless, in the truest
sense of “a broken clock is right twice a day”, Ross proceeds to produce either 30-yard
screamers or sprays towards the sidelines. Card use guide: Do: dribble, shoulder-check
tackles, hold RT-sprint for 90 minutes. Don’t: probably skill-moves, shoot from inside the 18yard box, volley.
Mohamad Elkheir:
Mo was a dynamic presence for us this year, constantly taking up dangerous positions off the
ball between the left back and the keeper. If Mo was rarely seen onside this season, he more
than made up for it with a string of scintillating performances in training. It was this commitment
to the team that earned him the unenviable task of stepping up to take a late penalty against
our archrivals. Unfortunately, he wasn’t able to appease his adoring possé on the sidelines,
although he more than rectified this blunder with a series of birdies on the back 9 that
afternoon. In addition, the overly generous rounds shouted to the boys that evening and a
disciplined performance at centre back the following week ensured that forgiveness was never
going to be an issue for young Moseph.
Ruairi Fleming:
RUAIRI: SIGNING OF THE SEASON! The babyfaced assassin. What else is there to say...
Well when you think about it, as an attacking fullback that spent the majority of the season in
the opposition half, YOU DIDN’T SCORE A FUCKEN GOAL ALL SEASON! I don’t want to
hear all this shit about how you did because let’s face it, when you take a shot, it’s missing by
a mile off the boot and takes two massive deflections including a fumble by the keeper, it
doesn’t count as a goal by you. Like seriously, you should be ashamed of yourself! However,
you had a lot to live up to this season but scouted back to the club by one of the best and you
delivered. SIGNING OF THE SEASON! One more thing, you were a part of the team that
cheated last year. Absolutely ridiculous! Thank god you redeemed yourself this season,
coming up with the goods when it mattered the most.
John Grehan:
At the start of the season during warm up for our first game, Mo, the newcomer, came up to
me and said, “I’m really not sure about this old John bloke at the back, surely he’s too slow.” I
responded, “Just you wait.” John proceeds to body strikers and wingers out the way, make
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last ditch tackles, and defensive headers left right and center. His doubters were unequivocally
proven wrong. However, perhaps the doubts on John weren’t completely unfounded, because
I’ve probably spent more time writing this than the actual playing minutes John put in this
season. With an injury keeping him at bay, John made more spectator appearances than
anything else. He’ll probably spend more time doing his nudie run than the minutes he was on
against Burns club. His presence at trainings added to the theory that our injured XI could be
better than the one we put out on the weekend. It’s a shame to see the stalwart CB out of
action, and hopefully we get him back in and crunching ankles again in no time.
Joey Mickleburgh:
Joey (big dick)leburgh had an exemplary season between the stick. Ending up as all of the
boys 2nd choice for keeper for next season (Callum Sambridge got number 1st choice for an
AUS rep Ultimate Frisbee like performance early on in the season). The games were never a
bore for Joey thanks to some piss poor defenders constantly leaving Joey in 1-on-1 situations
or giving the opposition clear and obvious penalties. Joey was forced to make many diving
one-handed saves, including saving a penalty in a crucial game against Weston to give us the
win in the 90th minute. Joey’s (big dick) energy clearly went to his head from that moment
onwards, commanding the backline of the team and controlling the defensive third of the pitch
for majority of the season. However, by the end of the season Joey’s head got too big to fit
between the sticks. Demanding to come out of goal into the striker line to show us all how he
could score a goal in half a game outfield while some individuals hadn’t managed to do so a
season on the grass (James Patterson). Alas, like Icarus, Joey flew too close to the sun
missing opportunity after opportunity on goal. The worst of Joey outfield performance came in
the result of a missed tap-in goal which would be hard for Podge’s 18-month-old daughter to
miss. We hope Joey’s ego has deflated enough for him to fit back between the sticks for next
season!
James Patterson:
Patterson’s season was summed up in the last two games of the season. With two games left
and a top of the table clash looming, some were calling it the most important game of the
season. Patto seemed to take a more relaxed approach, however, as he decided to turn up
15 minutes after the game had already started. Within minutes of stepping onto the pitch,
Patto’s famous foul mouth once again came back to haunt him, as he gave the referee an
almighty spray for which he was rewarded with a 10-minute spell on the sidelines. Despite
Patto’s best efforts to destroy the game, and possibly the season, the boys dug deep and
were still well and truly in the game when he was allowed back on the pitch. Alas, Patto was
not going to give up that easily and decided to go flying through the opposition striker at the
first opportunity when he stepped into the box. After what had transpired earlier, the referee
was more than happy to award the penalty. It was a performance for the ages from Patto, as
the team went down narrowly 2 goals to 1. Patto came into the final game of the season as
one of the few members of the team who had not scored all year. He was given the opportunity
to rectify this and spent the entire game as a member of the front three. Patto opted to take
his spot on the left wing, in order to allow him to cut in on his favoured right foot and bend a
few into the far corner. Unfortunately for Patto, this turned out to be merely a fantasy. Patto
wasted a few early opportunities and as the pressure mounted and the nudie run crept closer,
Patto lost trust in his finishing and was unable to convert. #timetogetyourweenerout
Callum Phillips
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The signing of the season by far. Callum terrified defences with the imminent threat of his
return to fitness. From all accounts, he was one ligament transplant away from bagging 20
goals for us this season, but that didn’t stop Cameron Sambridge collecting his handsome
referral bonus in the meantime.
Nick Pyne (C):
Pyne captained the team to a much-deserved championship this year. In true skipper fashion,
when he wasn’t leading on the field, he was on the sideline bearing a face that probably should
have been behind an eye patch. Pyne’s partnerships on the field were similar to that of his off
the field. Underwhelming and never lasting more than two weeks. Throughout the season
Pyney worked his way through 6 different centreback pairings. Perhaps next season Pyne
should worry less about finding his defensive soul mate and put a little more effort into getting
off the nudie as his first and only goal this season took 743 minutes to come. Pyne left the
club on loan in the midseason transfer window to an under 14s basketball team but returned
promptly with his eyes in his hands and his tail between his leg reporting that they were too
rough for him. Pyne quickly concluded over an eventful sneeze that he couldn’t see himself
playing any other sports in fact he couldn’t see anything. Between partner counselling, the optometrist
and the basketball court, Pyne will have plenty to work on for the next season. Nevertheless,
we can’t wait to have him back and sincerely hope that he decides to join us for more squad
events.
Cameron Sambridge:
The Sambridge name is synonymous with our squad. Whether through the weekly support of
Prof. Malcolm Sambridge of the Australian National University’s Research School of Earth
Sciences or Australian Ultimate Frisbee representative, Callum Sambridge, the name is
certainly held in high regard within both the ANU and ANUFC. It’s often hard to remember
there is a 3rd Sambridge amidst our ranks. Cameron Patrick Sambridge, the youngest of this
dynamic trio, has struck fear into rival team's defenders for years… although not so much this
year as the golden boot slipped away from his grasp. When asked how he felt letting this
accolade pass him by he responded with a quote from his beloved Tottenham Hotspur
manager José Mourinho “I have nothing, nothing to say. Nothing, nothing to say. Nothing to
say, I have nothing to say. Nothing to say, I am so sorry, I have nothing to say.” With a late
season hamstring injury and rumour of a transfer to the University of Melbourne, this young
horse may of ran his last race for ANUFC, but rather than taking this injured horse out back
and shooting it we wish Cam all the best in his recovery and hope to see him in the blue and
white again next season as an integral member of our front three.
Callum Sambridge:
The best looking and most solid of the Sambridge entourage, Callum returned to the squad
this season after a few years spent abusing referees in Ultimate Frisbee. It was a welcome
return. In game 1, he excelled as a makeshift goalkeeper, showing cat like reflexes and glutes
that rival the quads of SL6’s quadzilla. The performance was so strong that talk emerged of
Joey M spending a season in reserved. Despite this, he was soon utilised on the park: when
his rugged good looks weren’t distracted by his honours research, his subsequent
performances were stellar, bouncing back and forth from midfield, to centre back to left back
and, in truth, often being the best on ground when he did so. A cheeky Cruyff style finish in
week 3 guaranteed that we wouldn’t see him nude, much to the disappointment of James
Patterson, who apparently had been intentionally missing sitters so that he could accompany
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him, hand-in-hand on his honorary lap. They clearly breed them differently in the Sambridge
household – but unlike Cameron, this brother has hamstrings!
Malcolm Sambridge:
Our favourite Sambridge and number one fan – Professor Malcolm Sambridge, a living legend.
That is all!
Chris Schmizzi:
Soooooo much to say, so few words to say it. The man, the myth, the legend, the free-kick
king, the long-range kahuna. A demon on the field, a devil on the pokies and beast on the
beers. The only thing that can stop this man is a serious ankle injury brought on by one too
many post game volos with the boiiiiiiis. Big wins on the pokies coupled with big wins on the
field capped off yet another steller season by the quick footed, one touch midfield maestro of
ANU State League Division 2 Ressies. While Schmizi's goal scoring finesse saved him from
another nudie this season, it's safe to say all but podgy and his fingers look forward too many
more goals to come.
Lachie Tan:
If it wasn't for a title winning season, the biggest news story of the season would have been
the near goalless season from our 2019 player of the year, Lachie Tan. Who would have
thought it'd have taken a 45-minute stint in the last game of the season as a right winger
against the rudderless Belsouth to break his goalscoring drought? Away from the bleak goal
scoring record, Tan was still a top performer. On and off the pitch. His physicality is a Tan
trademark, but not more so though than his own physical tan. His team-mates were ever
treated and shamed y a topless Lachie who proved why miserable 3-degree Saturday
mornings in Kambah against Burns were worth skipping for to pursue the warmth and lustre
of North Sydney's beaches. Let's hope for a warmer Canberra 2021 winter otherwise Lachie
will again be running the risk of a barren goalscoring record, in preference of sinking Peroni's
with beachside views.
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STATE LEAGUE 2R ORANGE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

RYAN LOVIE

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

SAMUEL 'MOUSE' EDWARDS

COACH'S PLAYER:

KARL PERIC

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

STATE LEAGUE 2 RESERVES
TEAM
P W FF D L
ANUFC Blue
11 9 0 0 2
ANUFC Orange
10 7 0 1 2
Weston Molonglo FC 4
9 6 1 1 2
Belwest Foxes SC 1
9 5 0 3 1
Burns FC 3
9 5 0 1 3
Canberra City SC 4
10 5 0 0 5
Belsouth FC 1
11 2 0 1 8
UC Stars Football 8
9 2 0 0 7
Tuggeranong United FC 3 9 1 0 2 6
Narrabundah FC 2
9 1 0 1 7

F
32
23
29
27
17
26
16
19
15
16

A
12
13
11
19
8
29
40
27
31
30

GD PTS
20
27
10
22
18
19
8
18
9
16
-3
15
-24
7
-8
6
-16
5
-14
4

BALLS KICKED.
GOALS SCORED.
TALK IS CHEAP.
SEE YOU IN 2021.
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STATE LEAGUE 3 BLUE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

ADAM WILSON

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

EOIN NOBLE

COACH'S PLAYER:

STEFAN REBEL

PREMIERS:

BRINDABELLA BLUES FC

STATE LEAGUE 3
TEAM
P W FF
Brindabella Blues FC 6 10 9 0
ANUFC Blue
9 8 0
Belwest Foxes SC 4
9 6 0
UC Stars Football 10
8 5 0
ANUFC Orange
10 4 0
Woden Valley SC 3
8 4 0
Gungahlin United FC 3
8 3 0
Belnorth FC 10
10 3 0
Woden Valley SC 5
10 1 0
Belnorth FC 9
10 0 0

D
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

L
0
1
3
3
5
4
4
6
8
9

F
48
40
28
18
20
15
23
15
18
9

A
8
11
11
16
35
22
26
23
57
25

GD PTS
40
28
29
24
17
18
2
15
-15 13
-7
12
-3
10
-8
10
-39
4
-16
1

Ah 2020, we were so excited when preseason started, with air we could breathe again after
the bushfires over the summer. With most of our top-of-the-table team returning for another
year, we had a few spots to recruit to. Felix decided coaching sounded like fun (?) so we had
a spot up front. Enter Scotty after his team from last year was scattered to the four corners of
the globe. Somehow, we managed to convince Anton to come play for us, despite being suited
to a much higher standard. And same with Lachlan, but we crossed our fingers that he wouldn’t
break anything before the start of the season. And Stef joined as a new midfield utility showing
versatility during preseason.
And then … COVID. Everything went on hold and we all locked ourselves away. No one
touched a ball for some two months. No, FIFA doesn’t count. A couple of guys had kids - crazy
things happened this year.
Standard Capital Football confusion and eventually we find ourselves branded as ANUFC 7 /
SL3 Blue. We planned to start in July with a stack of rule changes for good measure. Despite
CF’s attempt to create divisions of consistent quality, we seemed to have quite a mixed bag
of quality. So, who knew what the season would be like?
We often seemed to start our games a bit slow and make even the easy wins look hard.
Possibly the most bizarre game was against UC. We had a decent first five minutes, and then
meandered for a while until UC scored. In the second half, anything could have happened.
Penalties called both ways - Lachlan dutifully converts ours and they miss theirs. A UC player
gets sent off for 10 minutes for dissent, but we can’t score even with the extra man. A UC
defender gets injured and then we get four goals in the final 15 minutes. Maybe it wasn’t that
we wanted to win, but UC really wanted to lose.
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We only scored first in three of our eleven games - even though we won ten of them! It seems
like we’re a team that loves to come from behind… make of that what you will. Brindabella
was the only team we couldn’t beat, and they were by far too strong for this division, ex-NPL
players and all. But we probably would have beaten them were it not for Anton getting injured
20 minutes into that game and wrecking his knee. We had a respectable result, but a win
would have been better - especially as consolation to Anton for his knee. And a pretty
abhorrent lack of sportsmanship from Brindabella who claimed it was a dive and he was
making it all up. If only.
So, with a short and strange season, a pretty good result overall. Everyone worked well
together and quite a few people played in positions across the park. It was great to see such
flexibility and willing to give things a go. Shame we didn’t get another chance to best
Brindabella, nor a go at finals to come out on top. No trophies, no medals, just the satisfaction
of a great group and a good (half) year.
Eoin proved again to be everyone’s favourite again this year taking out the players’ award.
But he was closely followed by Stef who had a great start with the Club - looking forward to
future seasons. His attitude was great (if at times a bit quiet) and he made great strong plays,
especially on the wing. Well done Stef - you get the coaches’ award. Shout out to Anton who
was tracking well to make Eoin work for his award up until his injury. And also, to Lachlan for
showing that age is irrelevant.
Thanks all for a great season.
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STATE LEAGUE 3 ORANGE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

DYLAN KIM/JOSHUA WOODYATT

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

XAVIER ELLINGHAM

COACH'S PLAYER:

EDWARD CHEN

PREMIERS:

BRINDABELLA BLUES FC

STATE LEAGUE 3
TEAM
P W FF
Brindabella Blues FC 6 10 9 0
ANUFC Blue
9 8 0
Belwest Foxes SC 4
9 6 0
UC Stars Football 10
8 5 0
ANUFC Orange
10 4 0
Woden Valley SC 3
8 4 0
Gungahlin United FC 3
8 3 0
Belnorth FC 10
10 3 0
Woden Valley SC 5
10 1 0
Belnorth FC 9
10 0 0

D
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

L
0
1
3
3
5
4
4
6
8
9

F
48
40
28
18
20
15
23
15
18
9

A
8
11
11
16
35
22
26
23
57
25

GD PTS
40
28
29
24
17
18
2
15
-15 13
-7
12
-3
10
-8
10
-39
4
-16
1

In the chronicle of great sporting underdog stories, certain names spring immediately to mind:
Leicester City’s Premier League Title, Greece at the 2004 European Championship, Croatia’s
march to the 2018 World Cup Final, to name but a few. SL3 Orange’s 2020 season is nowhere
near any of these. Nonetheless, for a team which moved up five divisions to join SL3 in 2020,
and which had only ever played at the absolute bottom of Australia’s footballing pyramid before
that, it was still a pretty good run.
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Retaining a strong core of players from the 2018 and 2019 campaigns down in the 10th
Division/SL6, in addition to picking up a few gems in the transfer market (of players that higher
divisions didn’t want), the foundations for a solid season were there. After COVID blew out
any hope of practice matches and left the team largely without foundational coach and driving
figure Jonathan Saunders, however, these foundations were shaken a touch. The bold
decision to jump five divisions seemed a bit of an error.
The season started with a resounding 11-2 loss against the other ANU side and reigning
premiers of the division, SL3 Blue, a result which would sap the morale of any side. Despite
this there was promise, a goal each from Adeeb Enayati and Xavier Ellingham hinting at some
of the talent on which the rest of the season would be built. Showing the spirit that had defined
the team in its 2019 finals run, the following week at Woden saw a nail-biting 4-3 win (including
an Ellingham hat-trick and 90th minute winner) to set the season in motion. These two results
neatly summarised the SL3O season – in spite of a handful of inclement results, there were
tight victories and some great games of football.
Condemned by the fixture to play two consecutive Belnorth fixtures back-to-back – something
no team wants to do – a narrow 2-1 loss away, followed by another 2-1 home result in our
favour definitively banished the memory of the opening fixture’s defeat. This was a team fast
earning its place at SL3 level. A violent 6-0 loss to Belwest in the pouring rain the next week
in Charnwood, followed by a washout the week after that, had the team working harder than
ever to redeem its on-field results. Another defining feature of our season, this hard work
would set the team up for results scarcely believable in SL6 the year before.
As with many of ANU’s teams this season, injuries reared their head. Some tales were heroic:
Player-manager Dylan Kim played through a burst blood vessel in a 4-1 loss to UC, valiantly
giving his all for the side before promptly being ruled out for the remainder of the term. In a
similar effort, Joey Wang put in a man-of-the-match defensive performance to play through a
broken arm and keep our late-season loss to Woden down to only 2-0. Other tales were less
heroic: The usually ever-present and enthusiastic Sada Komori ruled himself out of a rainy 21 home win against Belnorth, claiming in the chat “I assumed no games today, so I ate too
much lunch”. That same game, and at least showing up for the team, Ritwik Ganguly played
through a belting hangover to anchor the midfield. Despite his diminutive stature, flying wingback Kenyon McMahon also managed to break a Gunghalin United player’s arm in a 3-1 away
win at Bonner. As with the rest of our season, these injuries offered something of a mixed bag.
For all the wins, the narrow losses, the injuries, the big lunches, and the hangovers, it was
becoming clear by close season that this was a team that was really on the up. After struggling
to find solid form in post-Semester break games against UC (4-1 defeat) and Woden (2-0
defeat), the penultimate game against Belnorth strung together 90 minutes of beautiful football
(or at least as beautiful as SL3 football gets) and some wonderful individual and team goals
to take us into the final game with a 4-2 victory. Playing undefeated Brindabella, which had
beaten the other ANU side 2-0 earlier in the year and was already assured of the title, was a
fitting end to a season of hard work and development. An oscillating affair, SL3O played
football it would have found unfathomable 12 months earlier to shut down a team which had
steamrolled all comers in the division. With a double from Enayati (including a late, swerving,
outside of the boot equaliser), and a rare penalty conversion for defender Aarya Bhatia, the
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3-3 draw showed just how far the side had come. To grow from July’s 11-2 thumping to this
point, being the only team to hold Brindabella to a draw, and scoring three of the eight goals
they would concede all season, is a phenomenal achievement.
2020 has thrown up a lot of challenges. For the underdog story of SL3O, coming up five
divisions and with two first-time coaches, it threw up even more. The string of results through
the season, which would have put SL3O mid-table at the close, are a credit to the hard work
and dedication of each and every player. Credit too is owed to Jonathan Saunders who,
though not able to coach in 2020, put in a huge effort in both 2018 and 2019 to build the team
up from nothing and lay the foundations for the successes 2020 brought.
SL3O might not be a Leicester City or a 2004 Greece, but to have come from SL6 and
achieved so much in SL3 is a victory in itself. For a cadre of hard-working footballers and
wonderful guys, it can only spell good things for season 2021.
1

Kieran Connor

One of the hardest-working players in an already hard-working team, Kieran has gone from
strength to strength in 2020. So reliable as to almost be taken for granted, his goalkeeping is
one of the foundation stones upon which season 2020 was built.
Goalkeeping: 10/10
Volume: 1/10
2

Eddy Chen

Assuming the captaincy for 2020, Eddy’s leadership, indomitable performances all over the
pitch (winger, goalkeeper, defender, midfielder), and relentless commitment to the team have
been a credit to him. The same cannot be said for his endless string of lame jokes in the chat.
3

Dominic Leal Smith

Tenacious and quick up the wing, Dom made it his
business to give the defenders of SL3 all kinds of
headaches, even managing a goal along the way. His
blend of speed and power are Bale-esque, something he
sought to extend to his hairstyle, debuting what I think
was supposed to be a top-knot mid-season. For the rest
of us, doomed to look at it three times a week for training
and matches, it could only be described as a truly
criminal mullet.
4

Samuel Sheung

Samos – so nicknamed for his likeness to Sergio Ramos as both a defender and red-card
collector – put in shifts week after week to anchor the defence alongside Joey Wang and
Arthur Treloar. Unfortunately, these were the only shifts he put in – despite owning a car, he
has not been seen at training in living memory.
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7

Ilann Labouze

One of three new signings for 2020, Ilann can be forgiven for his habit of wearing France kits
to training after putting in a season of quality performances through the midfield. Rewarded
with a well-deserved goal against Belnorth, he was perfect for the number 7 jersey (by which
I mean he spent most of the season being hacked by fat defenders after trying skills on them).
8

Xavier Ellingham

Deserving players’ player of the season and top goal-scorer with eight, Xav scored the
important goals at the important moments this season. While you’d think a striker like that
would do everything to make sure the team played free-flowing, attacking football, Xav spent
the entire season lobbying the coaches to play Burnley-ball and park the bus just to annoy the
opposition.
9

Adeeb Enayati

If it wasn’t Xav on the scoresheet this season, it was Adeeb. Ruthless in front of goal with six
for the season, and more assists besides, when Adeeb wasn’t scoring he was most likely to
be found making friends with opposition goalkeepers.
10

Kenyon McMahon

Forgiven for the sin of playing right back in the number 10, Kenyon backflipped on his decision
to focus more on his studies to try his hand in SL3. Easily confused for Kieran owing to his
short stature and similar name, he did his hometown of Newcastle proud by breaking a rival
striker’s arm. He swears it was an accident – sure mate.
11

Ritwik Ganguly

Riti had a season of two halves. On the one hand, he put in a string of Kante-style
performances in the midfield to set up some important goals and results, really showing his
skill and strength at SL3 level. On the other hand, he also left the team without any training
gear at one point after forgetting he had it and staying home to watch TV. Also, he skips leg
day.
1(3)

Arthur Treloar

The ‘3’ peeling off his 13 jersey is fitting for Arthur, as he’s arguably been the side’s #1 player
for the past three seasons. So reliable as to be taken for granted, his absence will be sorely
felt in season 2021. It won’t be too sorely felt though – guy’s a Mariners fan. That we can do
without.
16

Dylan Kim

Dylan stepped up to the plate this season as both a manager and a player, scoring a couple
of wonderful goals in the process. Without his organisation and tactical acumen, our wins
would have been much fewer and further between. Nobody really wants to admit any of that
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though, since he spent most of the year reminding us that Liverpool had won the league.
Everybody knows a Dylan.
18

Aarya Bhatia

The third of this season’s new signings, Aarya complimented Kenyon’s wingback
performances to bring balance to the defensive line. Scoring his first competitive goal in years
with a penalty in the 3-3 draw against Brindabella, he celebrated post-match with a shoey out
of his game-worn boot. We’re told the infection in his throat will subside in a few weeks.
23

Jonathan Saunders

Ruled out for much of the season in COVID-infected Sydney, but getting a few important
games in, Jono’s influences were nonetheless written all over the 2020 team he built from
scratch. Given his fondness for getting in arguments with as many opposition players as
possible when on the park, his mooted return to the touchline in 2021 is a welcome one.
26

Joey Wang

Defining ‘taking one for the team’, Joey’s broken arm against Woden curtailed what was an
excellent defensive season. In contention for a number of man-of-the-match awards in 2020
and returning home to China for the summer, we will be petitioning Home Affairs directly to
skip border closures and secure a special sporting visa for his hopeful 2021 return.
27

Joshua Woodyatt

Loud, with eccentric sideline celebrations and a baseball cap, Josh and Jürgen Klopp are
pretty much the same person (ignoring the large discrepancy in footballing experience). Even
though he is his own harshest critic, Josh has had a great season as both a player and
manager. A key highlight includes ‘megging a keeper, a dream for any striker. Josh still happily
reminds everyone that he was the team's 2018 and 2019 top scorer, but when talking about
the 2020 golden boot, would remain abnormally quiet.
43

Alex Bajer

Another star defender in a season of many, Alex made good on missing the opening fixtures
for COVID-quarantine by working hard and performing excellently out of left and right back.
His massive throw-ins were the ace up our offensive sleeve on a number of occasions, though
he insists he doesn’t regularly attend the gym. We are left to speculate how his arms got so
strong.
64

Sada Komori

A tireless presence on the wing, Sada was early to every game and training session, always
smiling and ready to play. I say, ‘every game’ – he did skip a 2-1 win against Belnorth after
assuming it would be rained out and tucking into a ‘big lunch’. If he does move interstate as
planned in 2021, I’m sure we’ll be unable to replace his spirit and commitment.
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STATE LEAGUE 3R BLUE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

JONATHON LIESCHKE

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

PAUL MCGEACHIE

COACH'S PLAYER:

SUNDEEP KESAVADAS

PREMIERS:

ANUFC ORANGE

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES
TEAM
P W FF D L
ANUFC Orange
10 9 0 0 1
ANUFC Blue
10 8 0 0 2
Belnorth FC 8
10 6 0 2 2
Gungahlin United FC 5
9 5 0 2 2
Woden Valley SC 6
10 4 0 3 3
Belwest Foxes SC 5
10 5 0 0 5
Belnorth FC 7
10 3 0 0 7
Brindabella Blues FC 5 10 2 0 1 7
Woden Valley SC 4
9 1 0 2 6
UC Stars Football 11
8 0 0 0 8

F
37
26
39
36
26
22
17
14
11
6

A
4
13
20
20
18
16
34
28
31
50

GD PTS
33
27
13
24
19
20
16
17
8
15
6
15
-17
9
-14
7
-20
5
-44
0

With their long-standing coach and team emblem Pat Holloway stepping away from coaching
duties to focus on his medical studies, the ANUFC Studs came into the new season wondering
who would be the one to take over the reins of the “still undefeated in the regular season since
2017” side. Player after player stepped away from the prospect, citing things like “I have a
loving family who I need to spend time with”, “I am already coaching a women’s team” and
“Fuck off, I am in Cooma I can’t coach again this year”, until only one player remained.
Boasting hundreds of hours’ worth of Optus Sport Premier League highlights watch-time and
ownership of a car big enough to carry all the coaching stuff, on-again-off-again STUDS
regular Jonathon Lieschke ascended to the top job.
Undeterred by interruptions from international pandemics and the resulting loss of some
players, the team began preparations for a shortened season. Using it as a unique opportunity
to update our playstyle, the team began the transition away from the hugely-successfulexcept-for-grand-finals playstyle of the past to the “unproven and unpractised but hopefully
better in the long-term” formation of the future.
The season began with the STUDS-Battlers ANUFC derby, where the STUDS were victorious
after what could only be described as another classic Les umpiring performance. The high of
victory was short lived however, as the STUDS tasted defeat after losing not one, but two
games in a row against successive Belnorth teams. After this, the coach decided that maybe
not everything the team was doing before needed to be changed, and the midfield and forward
players found themselves closer to their preferred and comfortable positions in the matches
after this.
This choice proved to be a good one, with the team returning to winning form for the remainder
of the shortened competition. This included wins against Belwest on a swampy Lyneham pitch,
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an obliteration of UC on their home field with 9 goals from 7 different scorers, hard fought
scraps against Woden and Belwest (again), and tidy 3-1 victories against Gungahlin and the
other Woden.
All in all, the team did a great job of adapting to a new coach and to a way of playing that was
different to what has been used in the past. The lessons learned from this season should put
us in good standing to tackle the year to come, where we will be looking to once again impose
ourselves upon the top the of table to take home both the big and small trophies.
Player Profiles
PLAYER’S PLAYER:
Paul McGeachie
Central Defence
Having a player of Paul’s quality in your defensive line gives the whole team a great sense of
security whenever they are on the field. Last year Paul was a rock-solid part of the team’s
structure, and this year was no exception. He commands and organises the defence around
him, leading from the back to ensure that attackers are marked, and threats are shut down.
He can always be found putting in 100% to stay with his man, intercept a 50/50 ball or to make
a goal-saving last minute challenge. Add to this his long free-kick accuracy and ability to score
from kick-off, and you have a player who is appreciated by everyone on the team. Well done
and well-deserved Paul!
COACH’S AWARD:
Sundeep Kesavadas
Wide Defence
Sundeep’s commitment to training (regardless of what we were doing) and drive to perform
for himself and for the team has seen him become another key piece of our defensive line.
Having witnessed him improve as a player year after year since the inception of the STUDS,
I can say that it is these qualities that have enabled him to become that player that he is today.
Sundeep will chase down and stop an opposing winger in his tracks before turning around
and sprinting up the line to provide an overlap run, providing crucial support for the team in
both defensive and offensive capacities. His penalties were taken with confidence, and he put
in a couple of critical goals from corners as well. Well done Sundeep!
Tom Sharp
Central Defence
Ever since Pat Holloway convinced him that Masters life wasn’t for him yet, Sharpy has found
himself at home within the STUDS team. Forming the other half of the impregnable centraldefensive pairing, Tom is a dominating presence on the pitch, both in terms of altitude and
matchday and training effort. He provides the team with piece of mind that any aerial ball in
his vicinity will be dispatched and his reach and movement mean that any opposing attacking
plays near him are set to be snuffed out.
Pat Holloway
Wide Defence
Living over an hour away was never going to stop Pat from spending another season with the
team he has given his body and soul to. Pat showed a love for the game every week, arriving
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at the field with energy and eagerness to play, putting in performances that supported good
results for the team. Off the field, he was able to still find ways to assist me in coaching duties,
and the foundations he has built over his many years of service definitely made my job as
coach easier than it would otherwise been. I am glad you were able to still be part of the team
despite the distance.
Richard Naumovski
Midfielder/Defender/Keeper
Richie returned to the team this year as the ultimate utility player, eager and able to fill any
role needed of him within the team. He brought with him a level of physicality that helped to
secure 50/50 balls and displayed a level of effort which often helped to pull the team out of
low periods in matches. His midfield positioning created stability through the middle of the park
and often shutdown incoming attacks before they were able to become real goal threats.
Richie also showed that he is no slouch between the posts, showing his natural shot stopping
ability on a few occasions.
Thom Mason-Lonsdale
Midfield
Thom was another player who showed a great commitment to training, and a strong desire to
put in performances for the team. After the few initial opening games, he returned to the central
midfield position which he had commanded in previous seasons and guided the team to result
after result. Bringing his martial arts skills to the pitch, Thom used his strength to shut down
attacks through the middle and showed that he would not be bullied off the ball. Over the years
Thom has not only earned the place on the sleeve of the STUDS, but also the place in our
hearts.
Andrew Tankey
Midfield
Finding himself more central this year than in previous years, Tankey continued the great work
he has done for team so far. His ball control and strength allowed him to hold up the play and
wait for support when needed. He was also able to find a good pass or back himself to beat a
key player in important moments. His speed and positioning often resulted in intercepts which
turned defensive situations into offensive ones, and his contributions to attacking movements
added an edge which kept defenders on their toes.
Alex Dudley
Midfield
When he wasn’t saving lives from his ambulance for work, Alex was saving games on the field
for the STUDS. He flourished with the increased freedom given to him in a midfield position,
seemingly able to exist exactly where he needed to be to help in attack or defence. His effort,
positioning and physicality helped to shut down any play through the centre of the field and
created a sense of control over the opposition. Always a strong presence on the field, he
played a key role in the team’s success despite having to miss large portions of the season.
Justin Holland
Midfield/Wide-Attacker
Year after year, Justin proves his vision and attacking creativity through his on-pitch
contributions that keep defenders on edge. His “one screamer a year” clause was fulfilled
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against a beefy Brindabella side, and week-in week-out he showed that his first touch and his
ability to beat his man is still sharp and a threat to any defence. He has the ability to open the
defence with a piercing run or a perfectly placed pass, and had the positioning needed to
control and lock down his side of the pitch.
Ben Clarke
Wide-Attacker
Ben provided an injection of explosive pace to every attack down his side of the pitch. His
ability to beat his man and make key runs onto through balls made him a target for balls from
the defensive line and midfield, and meant he was able to provide much needed support to
the forward players. He worked hard to get into good forward positions and would drop back
and support the team in defence when needed. His ability to strike a ball was proven on the
pitch and at the training ground, with defenders from any side needing to be weary of his right
foot.
Phil Adam
Attacking Midfield/Forward
The change of formation saw the goal-scoring duo of Phil and Damo split positionally for the
first time in years. Phil found himself at the top of midfield, always making himself available as
an outlet to relieve the team of defensive pressure. His strength and his touch made him a key
piece in counter-attacking plays, able to hold off any defender until it was time to play the killer
through ball. His striking ability made him a threat any time he had space near the box, and
his set pieces had the precision to trouble any goalkeeper he came up against.
Damien Carroll
Forward
As in previous years, Damien continued to be a dominant attacking presence at the top of the
field. Either sending or receiving through-balls, the attacking and counterattacking moves he
participated in always threatened to get into the back of the net. With the team settled into the
new formation, he scored 5 goals in the last 5 matches to reclaim his position as leading goalscorer for the team. His corners fell into great positions regularly, creating more than a couple
goals this year and he worked hard to chase down defenders and to keep pressure on losing
teams.
Nick Dean
Goalkeeper
Nick returned to the team looking forward to playing a season of football amidst the world of
chaos. Unfortunately, he suffered an injury in the fourth round which put him out for the rest
of the season. Still, in his brief time playing for the team this year he provided one of the
season highlights when he saved a penalty in the ANUFC derby which ultimately won us the
match.
Jonathon Lieschke
Coach/Midfielder
Finding himself as the coach at the first training session of pre-season, Jonathon took the
mantle of responsibility and ball-bag carrier. His season highlights include scoring a goal with
his weak foot after insisting that players at least try to use both feet during shooting practice
and managing to turn a 1-2 W/L season into an 8-2 W/L record by the end of the season.
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Matt Faulkner
Replacement Keeper
With the injury to Nick Dean, the STUDS looked to Div 3 Blue keeper, Matt, to fill the space
between the posts. Matt proved himself to be a great shot stopper, providing key saves which
kept the team in winning positions on multiple occasions. He also provided a strong voice of
communication from behind the defensive line and ensured that everyone knew who their man
was. Thanks for providing support to our team when we were in need!
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STATE LEAGUE 3R ORANGE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

CHRIS BRINLEY/LIAM CARROLL

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

ISAAC BENNETT

COACH'S PLAYER:

JOSHUA CARROLL

PREMIERS:

ANUFC ORANGE

STATE LEAGUE 3 RESERVES
TEAM
P W FF D L
ANUFC Orange
10 9 0 0 1
ANUFC Blue
10 8 0 0 2
Belnorth FC 8
10 6 0 2 2
Gungahlin United FC 5
9 5 0 2 2
Woden Valley SC 6
10 4 0 3 3
Belwest Foxes SC 5
10 5 0 0 5
Belnorth FC 7
10 3 0 0 7
Brindabella Blues FC 5 10 2 0 1 7
Woden Valley SC 4
9 1 0 2 6
UC Stars Football 11
8 0 0 0 8

F
37
26
39
36
26
22
17
14
11
6

A
4
13
20
20
18
16
34
28
31
50

GD PTS
33
27
13
24
19
20
16
17
8
15
6
15
-17
9
-14
7
-20
5
-44
0

Another year and the Battlers continue to grow as an institution. This year the forever
discussed - never occurring merger between the Battlers and the Tangas finally taking place
for the squad to expand out to two teams.
Everything continued to move in the right direction, with Battler’s spiritual leader Harrison
Vlahos taking his rightful position as the president / dictator of ANUFC.
For a second year in a row, a goalkeeper stumbled out of the wood works - in the form of Peter
Kibble to answer the Battler’s calls. The keeper pairing between the two teams, including
Josh Carroll, letting in a total of fewer than 10 goals across the year.
Following a controversial early loss, the Battlers worked their way into the season. Assisted
by a few off-season pick-ups including Nick O’Hearn, the Bennett/Morrison twins, Louis
Garnett and Tom Elford the Battlers hit their straps. As the season went on the Battlers
improved out of sight, with the final 4 rounds of the season all ending in blow outs. This was
undoubtedly due to the efforts of Chris Brinley, assisted this year by Ryan Vickers, to lift the
standards and herd the cats of 30 odd hopeless cunts.
The need to herd the cats was exemplified by a special effort from Lindon Spain. In efforts
befitting of team loose units Henry and Jez, Lindon demonstrated his credentials to join the
club by arriving after the starting whistle with the jerseys for the Battler’s premiership deciding
game. Rumour has it, Lindo was caught up finishing a three-course meal and couldn’t make
it to the game in time.
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Sadly, we saw less of the immense football talent of Paul Gordon this year, owing to a
persistent injury toll. Some say things have never been the same for Pauly G since a larger
than moderate night on coast trip last year. Could the injuries just be a coincidence? This
punter thinks not.
Last, but not least, this year the Battlers farewell two of their favourite sons. The Battlers lose
yet another miscellaneous European in Sander Van Berlo, bringing the team’s total
dangerously low, and one of its best talents in Henry Jambor. Hopefully they will be back in
Battler’s jerseys before long.
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE 3

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

COACH:

SCOTT SHARP

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

HARRY WILLIAMS

COACH'S PLAYER:

ELLIOT LAVERS

PREMIERS:

WESTON MOLONGLO FC

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 3
TEAM
P W FF D
Weston Molonglo FC 7 10 9 0 1
ANUFC
10 7 0 0
Majura FC 2
10 6 0 1
Lanyon United FC 2
10 5 0 3
Gundaroo Bullocks 1
9 4 0 1
Burns FC 4
9 2 0 2
Majura FC 3
10 2 0 0
Gungahlin United FC 4 10 0 0 0

L
0
3
3
2
4
5
8
10

F
34
32
29
25
23
24
9
7

A GD PTS
9 25
28
7 25
21
16 13
19
22 3
18
25 -2
13
21 3
8
35 -26
6
48 -41
0

So long 2020 and thanks for all the fish…
ANUFC CLM3 (The Dolphins) Season 2020 review
Where to start, when did it start, did it start, could it therefore end, how did it end and in what
parallel universe did we win or not, as it happens? Such questions have filled the minds of
great philosophers for centuries, from Alpha Centauri to Stavromula Beta and now finally as I
scratch my bestubbled chin, wearing swimming shorts and a hoody the task falls to me to
answer the great questions of life, the universe and everything – neatly distilled into the 2020
CLM3 season as observed by the earth’s second most intelligent species, the mighty dolphin,
which is for the best as the mind of Homo Sapien isn’t actually capable of comprehending
what the hell happened this year.
Let me take your minds back to pre-season… things seemed perfectly normal a different kind
of different then, most of the pod returned from their summer migrations up and down the
coast, relaxed into the gentle banter and camaraderie of a new season, won a few pre-season
friendlies and spoke slightly jealously of Jack who was off on a season-long loan to the Dutch
Eredevisie – whilst doing best to ignore the drought stricken ‘greenery’ and the faint taint of
smoke hanging around in the air.
This was going to be a monumental season for a team that has played together for a long time
– after all we’d won the league last year (the important bit) and been the best team in the GF
(the less important trophy – except to Australians) and in addition to the handful of lads
clocking up 5 seasons last year we were expecting to see 5 others mark this landmark this
year and two decadians… and yet they still insist Grant, Andy and me are old…
We added to the squad pre-season – signing up two energetic and talented newbies in Harry
and Lachie, pillaged some talent from the Tangas in Ryan and Oliver Giroud Ian and added a
few mates of the lads (Miguel and Oscar) into what was becoming a squad big enough to
challenge in the league, two domestic cups, continental competition and probably squeeze in
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a world club championship and being the mascot for a Miami based gridiron franchise without
overly exerting the playing squad. I was worried where I’d find enough fish.
Then I worried what division we’d be playing in – what even was Community League? Why
had all the teams who spend their evenings tucked up in bed at the Alexander Machonochie
Centre all been put into CLM1? How many teams would Yass / Gundaroo / Pelaright or
Pelarang / Goulburn etc have? Who are Yoogali? Would I be able to get the lads to agree to
playing at any other time than 11am? Thankfully it all seemed to work out okay – we landed
ourselves a good old 11am kick off in CLM3 and all I had to do was select the squad for a 20
game season…
And then like an intergalactic bulldozing team making way for an interstellar superhighway the
season was delayed, curtailed, kind of cancelled by those devious minds at Capital Football.
No finals, no league tables, just a few games for fun, thankfully they did allow us to keep score!
At this juncture some other teams might also have included no refs… but in the depths of
CLM3 any sort of official is a bonus – indeed a special nod this season goes out to Sam Guerit
for his mastery of the subtle art of linesmanship.
The team self-selected itself as a number of lads dropped out for such a short season and we
were sort of ready to go. However, whilst all this was happening:
In the quaint rolling hills around Pescara, where grapes grow in the glorious sunshine and
children learn to fall over shouting “Mamma mia!!!” and roll around the floor until given due
attention from their parents/the referee, there lived a little boy named Luigi. Now little Luigi,
although much loved by his family, seemed to be a normal kid who loved footy, pasta,
rainbows and his local Serie B team Delfino Pescara.
Then a darkness enveloped the land of Peroni and Pirlo, football was cancelled, grown men
cried and also started attempting to social distance, and the great culture that brought us
straight roads, gladiatorial conflict, pizza and Maldini was no longer a shining beacon for us to
marvel at. But in the darkness, there was a light, and that light was in the mind of young Saint
Luigi, now the unofficial Patron Saint of Dolphins.
Opportunity presented itself, his beloved
team ran a competition to design their new
kit. Armed with his crayons and a vision, Luigi
set to work, inspired no doubt by a certain
roundabout in Braddon and unknowingly
bringing great joy to the finest soccer playing
dolphins in Australia. He created a
masterpiece. His club embraced the
masterpiece. Their kit makers created
replicas and 2 dozen of them found
themselves on an aeroplane (with no passengers obviously) winging its way to Canberra.
Game 1 was sprang on us with little notice and bereft of half the squad, and with our muchanticipated new kits still in transit, the Dolphins faced our old enemy Weston-Molonglo. Last
time we’d met they beat us 1-0 in the GF with the last kick of the ball in extra-time – we wanted
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revenge. We played well, despite out ‘strike force’ in the second half having an average age
north of 40 and no subs. We dug deep, we created half chances, and we kept them from
having many chances themselves. We lost 1-0 with the last kick of the ball… sometimes life
is cyclical.
Game 2 we took our frustrations out on a ten-man Gungahlin team and started to get an
indication that we should remember to pack a towel for future games. Game 3 saw the
highlight of the season, no not the 6-0 destruction of Majura on what would become our home
ground of Lyneham but the debut of our new kits… thanks Luigi. We looked incredible, we
played pretty well too.
From there on we learnt that be aquatic creatures has advantages as we played through the
mud to win in Bonython when pretty much every other game in Canberra was cancelled,
followed up by a week 5 win in the mud against Burns – pretty sure the only reason that game
went ahead was because I was referee. This also gave me the opportunity to book my own
players for slide tackling. If only I was able to do that every game the lads might have got 5
out of 5 for listening this year… but such is a coach's lot on life, I don’t ask for much, certainly
not twice weekly training, but STAY ON YOUR FEET!
The pressing up front was awesome, the low hard cut backs pretty bloody good (although the
best of these for the season was a high hard cut back that went in via the rather shocked face
of Chuggs), the attacking wing backs worked super hard and Jack (who somehow ended up
not in Europe but in Canberra) was threatening for golden boot, our midfield worked tirelessly
and our defence meant Foxy could catch up on cricket highlights (if such things exist) for the
majority of the season without really needing to dirty the gloves.
Then week 6 got rained off, the back end of the season was changed about, everything kinda
fizzled out we still won a few matches, playing lovely football but we also managed to lose to
Weston again (somehow, there’s always next season etc) then finished the season with a
game in Bonython again (not sure it’s legal to be sent their twice in a season but never mind).
We finished second but then again nobody was keeping score. The Old Canberra Inn was
closed for renovations towards the end of the season and this really seemed to mess with our
vibe, post-match lunch at the Southern Cross Club in Tuggers was certainly very un-dolphinlike but the fact most of the team went is what makes a season that will likely never exist in
official records still awesome – good lads, good beers, good footy and we got a bit of incidental
exercise. Thanks lads, so long 2020 and thanks for the fish…
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 BLUE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

RYAN VICKERS

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

HUGH O'NEILL

COACH'S PLAYER:

PETER KIBBLE

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4
TEAM
P W FF D
ANUFC Blue
10 10 0 0
ANUFC White
10 8
0 0
Weston Molonglo FC 8 10 6
0 0
Lanyon United FC 3
10 6
0 0
Belnorth FC 6
10 5
0 1
Gungahlin United FC 6 10 4
0 1
ANUFC Orange
9 2
0 0
ADFA FC 5
4 1
0 0
Majura FC 1
10 1
0 0
ADFA FC 6
5 0
0 0

L
0
2
4
4
4
5
7
3
9
5

F
46
33
34
23
31
24
9
1
8
2

A
5
6
13
21
26
23
36
11
51
19

GD PTS
41
30
27
24
21
18
2
18
5
16
1
13
-27
6
-10
3
-43
3
-17
0

ANUFC CLM4 Blue - The Battlers 2™ (Tangas reincarnated)
Editor: Ryan “I’ve done my hammy” Vickers
Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, The Tangas, reincarnated as The Battlers 2™ (a wholly
owned subsidiary of The Battlers™), have risen to the top. What was thought to be the end of
an era was really a new beginning. Under tutelage (and with threats of violence) from The
Battlers™ CEO, Chris “he’s lucky I didn’t punch him in the face” Brinley, the team finished with
a modest 10W 0D 0L and a 41GD.
With the supposed demise of the Tangas after 5 long years of suffering, what followed was an
extraordinarily successful season of recruitment. Outstanding pickups included the man found
on the depths of the dark web, Peter “4 at the back” Kibble (who only lost to The Battlers™
keeper for golden glove); the workhorse with tarred lungs, Callum “yes, you can have a rollie”
Hunter; the powerhouse Hugh “I don’t even work out” O’Neill; and last but not least, the club’s
Golden Boot winner, Ayden “should’ve scored 3 more” O’Neill.
Notable mentions to our trusty defenders, Peter “PEETTEEERRRSSS” Cooke for maintaining
some semblance of a backline, Ben “bone breaker” Aquilina for being the team bruiser, Alex
“….” Robinson …….. , Harrison “He’s skinned me” Vlahos, and Markus “I’ll be back next week”
Baurele. To the not-so-dynamic-very-static duo, Eranga “chin up” Punchihewa, and Patrick “I
don’t feel so good Mr Vickers” Doyle, thank you for trying to be the backbone of the team week
in, week out. Let’s hope you do better next season.
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For the wingers, we know who we are. We never get any credit in our games, so why would
we get it here (Thanks Matt, Jonah, and Cutler). And finally, to Louis “The Betrayer” Garnett,
Will “I’m not a ring-in” BT, and Paul “warmup is the most important activity of the day” Gordon,
thanks for reliably filling the ranks.
Highlights of the season include Cal scoring a cracker of a free kick on the final whistle to give
The Battlers 2™ the 2-1 win against Weston Molonglo, and “El Presidente” H scoring a worldie
at souths while on holidays in Queensland.
It was a fantastic season playing with a fantastic group of boys. I’m excited to see what next
season has in store for us if the Capital Football gods decide to push us up the divisions.
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 ORANGE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

TIMOTHY HARRIS

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

MOHAMAD NURHAN RAIHAN

COACH'S PLAYER:

ISAAC NORDEN

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4
TEAM
P W FF D
ANUFC Blue
10 10 0 0
ANUFC White
10 8
0 0
Weston Molonglo FC 8 10 6
0 0
Lanyon United FC 3
10 6
0 0
Belnorth FC 6
10 5
0 1
Gungahlin United FC 6 10 4
0 1
ANUFC Orange
9 2
0 0
ADFA FC 5
4 1
0 0
Majura FC 1
10 1
0 0
ADFA FC 6
5 0
0 0

L
0
2
4
4
4
5
7
3
9
5

F
46
33
34
23
31
24
9
1
8
2

A
5
6
13
21
26
23
36
11
51
19

GD PTS
41
30
27
24
21
18
2
18
5
16
1
13
-27
6
-10
3
-43
3
-17
0
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Season summary:
Us Onions are as you would expect, whether cooked, sliced, diced or raw, we will ultimately
reduce our opponents to tears. Our inaugural season last year was one of festivities, Saturday
night outings and hungover performances on the pitch that saw us qualify for the finals. The
dream was to pick up where we left off and build on the good end to last season. In reality, as
the good onions we are, our team was cut up and the metaphorical pot of recruitment needed
stirring. Following the break and the return to football in June our roster stood at 8 players but
our beacon for help was heard and by some miracle we managed to assemble a team of well
spirited lads the night all team registrations were due. Whilst I acknowledge the possibility of
playing for the ANU's lowest division team has a certain charm, this came as great news when
all seemed dark and gloomy.
The results were nothing to be proud of in the first half of the season as clean sheets became
unknown entities and derby losses against fellow ANU teams heavily acted as misery
compilers. Yet, no matter how bad the goal difference became and despite the fact our only
goal of the first few games was scored off a giant deflection (not to criticize the quality of the
shot Rainer don't worry), the onions were merely caramelizing and turned the course of the
season around with a well-deserved 5-2 win (Nurhan aka Hans will love me pointing out his
hat trick of assists so here is your shout out mate). The win was backed up in great fashion
as we went on to make it 3 wins out of the last 5 games.
Having never coached before and being well out of my depth for much of the season, I can't
thank all the players enough for being patient with me as I mustered up poorly thought out
drills with too few cones and little understanding of how to manage a training session. But as
all good coaches must, I claim 100% of the praise for our good form improvement in the
second half of the season. The players are to blame when the team loses, and the coach is
to be applauded when the team wins. In all seriousness though, I really commend and
appreciate the initiative the guys showed every step of the way as it felt like all 17 of us were
coaching the team.
Goal of the season:
Wow! How am I going to pick one from the hundreds we scored? With so so so many options,
it has to be Viv's goal in our big 5-2 win as he very much lived up to his title of "Onionel Messi",
chopping and turning past defenders before calmly placing the ball past the keeper into the
back of the net. HONOURABLE MENTIONS: Max and Lam.
Moment of the season:
Revenge is a dish best served cold... with onions. A 7-1 loss away in the muddy depths of
Tuggeranong obviously scarred the team with the return leg at home an opportunity for
redemption. After 90 minutes of a Jose Mourinho-esque defensive masterclass, we prevailed
in a 1-0 win. I think I represent the feelings of everyone when I say: Well done Ruben. Doing
what all CLM players are too scared to do by filling in between the sticks and doing so in style.
Special mentions:
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The shallots: Our sideline cheer squad this year grew both in numbers and dedication
to the cause.
Max: received the most yellow cards in the division. The king of the cheese.
Théo: your presence and support was felt from abroad.
Aidan and Karl: provided a well needed boost to training sessions, game management
and tactics in the latter end of the season.
Greg: from a newbie in the coaching world, thank you, for everything.

Player profiles:
Brandon - GK - A man with passion, can't thank you enough for saving us on the last night of
registrations as we sorely needed a man between the sticks.
Tim - LB - Hey, it's me.
Sidney - CB - A proper leader at the back, a big contributor to training sessions and coaching
responsibilities.
Isaac - CB - A wall that any team could benefit from having in defence. Insane improvement
this season and almost ever-present.
Ben - RB - Rumour has it, he is still running.
Ruben - CDM/GK - The provider of snakes, the logistics manager and the winner of best
parents.
Edgar - CDM - Calm and composed on the ball, no one better to spread the ball across the
field of play.
Frankie - CDM - An awesome addition to this year's team, a great presence on and off the
field. Winner of nicest car.
Rainer - CM - A physical specimen in the middle of the park, scored a worldie he can be proud
of. The buff Scholesy.
Viv - CM - Called Onionel Messi for a reason, insane work ethic with an affinity for flair.
Hans - CAM - The orchestrator in the offensive play. The best smile in Australia.
Lam - LM/RM - Chuck, scorer of two impressive solo goals was almost like you were playing
out of your skin at some times this season.
Ethan - LM/RM - The one two king. Flair and finesse.
Max - LM/RM - Known for his yellow cards and left peg. Scored some absolute screamers.
Daffa - ST - Too many goalkeepers are having nightmares because of this man. Goals from
pressuring every pass back. Two words, Tom Cruise.
Amir - ST - Seriously impressive when running the hard yards this season, seriously unlucky
not to find the back of the net.
Longfei - ST - Shame to have missed a large part of the season. One to make any clearance
look like a pass into the channels with a mad work rate.
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COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4 WHITE

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

COACH:

GREG KELLY

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

SAM LONG

COACH'S PLAYER:

MARCUS ALIM

PREMIERS:

ANUFC BLUE

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 4
TEAM
P W FF D
ANUFC Blue
10 10 0 0
ANUFC White
10 8
0 0
Weston Molonglo FC 8 10 6
0 0
Lanyon United FC 3
10 6
0 0
Belnorth FC 6
10 5
0 1
Gungahlin United FC 6 10 4
0 1
ANUFC Orange
9 2
0 0
ADFA FC 5
4 1
0 0
Majura FC 1
10 1
0 0
ADFA FC 6
5 0
0 0

L
0
2
4
4
4
5
7
3
9
5

F
46
33
34
23
31
24
9
1
8
2

A
5
6
13
21
26
23
36
11
51
19

GD PTS
41
30
27
24
21
18
2
18
5
16
1
13
-27
6
-10
3
-43
3
-17
0

The tabloid heading for CLM4W would be “New Stars Shine Brightly”.
This team was completely new, with only one of the 19 players having previously played for
an ANUFC team. Some had never played in a competition team before. The team had a range
of talent, but to the coach’s delight all players were both dedicated and great people.
If you will forgive some serious footy talk for a moment, the team’s greatest strength was its
ability and willingness to learn a playing system and then make it work in matches. This
showed in the team average of 3 goals per game, with 28/33 goals scored from directly in
front after ground crosses delivered by wide wingers. The defence was pretty handy too,
conceding just 6 goals in 11 games. These excellent results stemmed directly from the team’s
excellent training attendance twice a week. The team’s improvement over the course of the
season was best shown in the way it reduced the ratio of chances-made to goals-scored from
15:0 in the first game to a mere 3:1 by the last few games.
Finishing second to ANUFC Blue on the unofficial league table was a well-deserved reward
for the players’ ability, commitment and character. In 3-2-1 voting for the Players’ Player
award, 11 of the 17 active players gained votes, showing how widely the players valued the
contributions of their teammates.
Great training and match attendance meant that the team used a fixed interchange roster with
up to five players changing at the 30- and 60-minute mark in games so that everyone had
least an hour of football. It is to the credit of every single player that these interchanges
happened smoothly all season with not one dummy spit. The coach has worked with other
players at ANUFC who could learn a lesson from CLM4W’s example.
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So just who are these champions?
Marcus Alim built like a rock, much much faster than a rock, a rock of reliability on and off the
field for the coach and a giant defensive rock upon which opponents’ attacks inevitably
foundered.
Patrick Ball the team’s Mr Versatile, a great asset anywhere in the central corridor or defence,
scored AN ABSOLUTE BLINDER from distance early in the season and thereafter decided to
see just how high over the bar he could hit a shot. Had quite a few goes at it.
Mike Barber gave everything for the team in 18 minutes of football in our first match
– including unfortunately his Achilles tendon.
Andrew Barr a God-send to ANUFC – a left-sided defender! The tallest peak in CLM4W’s
range of defensive rocks, really annoying for opponents at ANUFC attacking corners and an
ability to keep going when both his hamstrings and lungs tried to go on strike.
Zac Collins the fastest defensive rock you ever saw, small but perfectly formed for the task,
really great at deflating opposition attacks and the egos of their forwards when he took the ball
off their toes just as they were about to shot.
Tom Cowen the team Golden Boot with 8 goal in 7 games, the ability to suck in defenders
allowing space (and goals!) for our other forwards, could easily triple his goal tally next year if
he can get his first touch below two metres. Also owns a really nice wolf which came to support
us.
Sia Gellichkhan the second member (with Marcus and Jack) of our centre-back fortress – did
I say it was like a rock? Liked to show his non-Anglo sophistication by dribbling out under
pressure in the back third, although this may have been a light-hearted attempt to give the
coach a coronary attack. Proved he was a true central defender by getting 50% of the team’s
yellow cards (Marcus got the other one).
Andrew Langford-Wilson missed the first couple of games by not knowing we existed, but
we’re glad he existed for his mighty midfield contribution.
Benjamin Lim the lightest rock in our defence but close to the most skillful, constrained a bit
by injuries and ANU’s ludicrous policy of conducting exams during football season.
Sam Long the captain that every team and coach needs, best training attendance, ran central
midfield, in fact ran tirelessly all over the field but always according to the game plan, also ran
away with the Players’ Player award with 11 first (3 point) votes, should have a crack at NPL
U23 next year. Well done Sam.
Lin Luo another candidate for most-improved, learnt when and when not to use his great skills
against 35-year-old, 80 kg ex-NPL defenders who like breaking legs, really good defensive
work as a forward and helped out SL1 and SL1 Reserves when they were short.
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Clem McLernon – greater love hath no man than he give up his team spot so that others may
play together. Clem stepped aside so that two mates could be in the team, but he still came
to training and supported us from the sideline. The ANUFC team that grabs him next season
will have a very good defensive midfielder and an even better human being.
Jack Mendham the touch of vintage port that gives the new barrel of port proper character,
prepared to risk divorce and leaving his child an orphan for the sake of the team (as indeed
all players should), the third mighty rock of our central defence with Marcus and Sia, more
than handy delivering attacking crosses, less than handy shooting from 60m, social media
influencer.
Peter Phillipa missed out on the SL1 keeper’s spot due to work commitments in plague time,
but generously agreed to help out CLM4W, to the everlasting gratitude of the team and coach;
some world class saves on the rare occasions that our defensive rocks crumbled and
cheerfully put up with the frostbite the rest of the time.
Nick Philp strong candidate for most-improved, quickly picked up the playing system, like
Paddy scored AN ABSOLUTE BLINDER early in his career and like Paddy tried to repeat the
feat, but sadly couldn’t get the ball as high over the bar as Paddy, actually hitting it sometimes.
Vedant Shah the epitome of “twinkle toes”, a really dangerous threat to opponents as an
attacker, central midfielder or winger, should have a crack at NPL U23 next year if he is not
side-tracked by the SOCIAL ACTIVITIES that ruled hm out of the last two games.
Kaushal Sharma our left wing nightmare for opponents, scored a few goals himself but
created countless other great scoring opportunities for team mates, second to Sam in the
Players’ Player voting with daylight third, also stepped up to help SL1 in a couple of crucial
matches including a trip to Yass after a CLM4 game – that’s what real character looks like
children.
Liam Stewart the quiet achiever, only man to ever complete the FIFA11+ warm up with his
hands in his pockets for every exercise, equal best training attendance (never mind the arrival
time), happiest in central mid but more than useful on the right wing, two well-deserved goals
to end the season, should reward himself with a white training shirt of his very own.
Dennis Zhao the team’s Mr Enthusiasm, always early for training and games, worked hard
on his skills and fitness, improved throughout the season especially with his ability to hold up
the ball and lay it off to an attacker running forward, scored 4 goals – now just needs to learn
how to do it from outside the 6 yard area.
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to coach CLM4W this year.
Greg Kelly
Coach
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MASTERS LEAGUE 1

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

COACH:

MARK SHREWSBURY

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

TOM YOUNG

COACH'S PLAYER:

CHRIS WALL

PREMIERS:

WESTON MOLONGLO

MASTERS LEAGUE 1
TEAM
P W FF D
Weston Molonglo FC 17 8 8 1 0
UC Stars Football 12
8 6 0 0
Burns FC 5
8 4 0 1
Queanbeyan City FC 1
6 3 0 0
Gungahlin United FC 7
7 2 0 0
Monaro Panthers FC 5
8 1 0 1
ANUFC
7 0 0 2

L
0
2
3
3
5
6
5

F
34
39
22
10
10
10
3

A
9
17
21
12
22
29
18

GD PTS
25
24
22
18
1
13
-2
9
-12
6
-19
4
-15
2

Despite everyone's best efforts, it was shit. After a solid preseason, COVID-19 struck and
derailed planning, as it did for everyone. The season may well have panned out this way
regardless, with all teams paddling their stinky boats up this river of effluent. To be sure,
Masters 1 was hamstrung by dodgy hamstrings, contrasting visions, and the Machiavellian
ambitions of various stakeholders.

In Tom Young we have an outstanding goalkeeper who deserves the
highest praise, and who could play at the highest ANUFC level. But
hands off! Tom was duly voted Players' Player for his stellar season.
One of the most enduring memories for Tom might be deputising at left
back for Masters Div 3.
Brett Graham's heart string is clearly in his left leg. A "torn" hamstring
in training necessitating a rethink of our backline and ending Brett's
unbroken streak of 758 consecutive games* for ANUFC.
Matt Delves talks. A lot.

Octavio Medina Gonzalez is a name you don't want tackling you. Read
it again. Slowly. Let it wash over you. Now it's getting a yellow card
while telling you to relax.
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Markus Koeck suffered early season knack, but you wouldn't know it.
Acceleration and top speed of a large rock rolling down Mt Ainslie. Will
also kick you but "not mean it".

Si Kayser was an enigma wrapped in a riddle wrapped in sunglasses,
until a formation shift and breakthrough performance against UC,
owning the left back role.

Matt Caldow is similarly enigmatic, and performed well at right back
before, that's right, hamstring-twang. His goal from a shot/cross against
BelWest M2 broke their goalkeeper's brain.
The less said about Mark Shrewsbury the better. Two hamstrings.

Gary Pendlebury provided midfield and defensive cover from SL1R.
Just when he thinks he's out we pull him back in. Thanks Gaz.

Oli Ciano provided class in midfield, but had game time limited by
various bouts of gah!

It seems Viet's main, self-appointed role is just to irritate the opposition,
and a few of his teammates. Holds the record for most drag-backs in a
season.
When we thought we would see the same old Chris Wall this year, we
were right. But we also saw something new. Something... unexpected.
Chris is an effective right back now. All coaches take note.
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Warren Hauck's belated season start due to knee-ouch was also our
best result. A coincidence, I think not! Tireless, until he got tired. Always
a rough tackle away from a stoush.

Nicholas Houston lives in the past so much still remembers when
Everton topped the EPL, and it wasn't called that. He also reminisces
about scoring headers off delectable crosses against players who were
at their prime in the 1970s.
Ben Nicholls missed his first ever penalty, then did his hamstring.

Ian "its Moesy who's Ian?" Moes toiled up front, but with one goal and
endless bantz, was worth every moment. Still the best esky game in the
team.

This was a frustrating year for Riccardo Natoli, who suffered more than
his share of knack, and no player hit the frame of the goal more.
Normally an attacker, a reinvention as a central midfielder was paying
off before, oh yeah, another injury - ankle this time.
Special mention to Brendan "Buzz" Hennessey, Sadayuki Komori,
Alfred Chindembo, Nick Terrell and Pat Walker for assisting at various
times.

Rd 1 - Sunshine and lollipops
New season, new start date, new-look squad, new handball regulations, same old refereeing.
Oh, John. You'll always be predictably volatile. Nonsensically contradictory. "I didn't see it
because my old eyes aren't up to the job anymore". Well, there's your first indication... A firstday traditional yellow card for the coach for politely querying each and every missed offence.
Some people are shirty on a Sunday morning.
New date, but same mid-season slump. Good to get it out of the way early, although it wasn't
exactly our fault. With key midfielders missing - Waz with knee-knack, and Oli with WazPAGE | 70

inflicted shin-gah! - some players were shunted into the unfamiliar position of being on the
pitch. Backline security was paramount and remained unsullied, despite a certain midfielder's
insistence on attempting the ludicrous inside our own penalty area. Tom was immense, and
Brett did ok against Burns' excuse for a dangerman. However, the positives of a clean sheet
and ball obsessively well-possessed meant little to our forward folk.
If football is a symphony, Nicholls is surely the conductor. His arm flailing theatrics after being
starved of the ball thrice with goal gaping was worthy of The Maestro himself. Later he
demanded "allegro" and "forza", but only received "ribelle". Riccardo's 15 minute season was
punctuated with flamboyant touches that had the panicked Burns defenders twisting in their
kilts. But just as ANUFC's most lovable medical scientist looked the goods, calf-twang
reemerged and hobbled the playmaker. Our own-penalty-area-nutmeg-attempting elder
statesman of the team later got grumpy as frustrations reached a rolling boil at our inability to
achieve fluid passage through a stubborn Burns resistance.
In the end, a non-result in a non-league that may not exist. Welcome to 2020. Welcome to
Charnwood. Welcome to Masters football and all that it means in the pre- mid- and postapocalypse. If we can field a team next week, that'd be great.
ANU ? - Burns ?
Rd 2 - Yellow submarine
Playing football in a frictionless quagmire is usually an exercise in getting various things behind
the ball. Where skills vanish only to be replaced with trepidation of other various things sliding
in all directions. Legs, Studs, whatever. The ball somehow gets bouncier as touch evaporates.
Anyway, a seriously knacked ANUFC, calling on the able services of former underwear model
Pat Walker, attempted to keep the ball out of the mush completely by never letting it touch the
ground. Chris Wall looked onside when he finished a fluid and perplexing ANU forward move,
only to be denied by the comedy stylings of the far (Gungahlin) linesman.
For anyone who has not encountered one, being officiated through a chirpy device that looked
like a small torch you use to find where the key goes in your door when you get home after
dark is weird. If anyone knows where to get one, I imagine a lot of fun could be had walking
across any of Canberra's Saturday morning football farms and randomly chirping from inside
your pocket. But kids don't listen to the whistle anyway, instead waiting for all the parents to
yell stop, so where's the fun in that.
Gungahlin fielding two number 17s in the first half was more confusing - it was like the movie
twins if Danny De Vito was the tall one. Tall DDV's trickery nearly brought results as ANU
invited wave-after-wave of yellow tide (Ed. - ew!) And so, to the closing stages of the game.
Mark added to the growing list of infirm with hamstring-twang, and Gungahin may have scored
a goal. Who knows? And an ANUFC player who must not be named may have committed an
act that will not be mentioned. In the end, it was too rainy to be a real spectacle for the ages,
and for Viet, who was having glasses issues. No one knows who won except the Rain Gods.
ANUFC $ - Gungahlin @.
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Rd 3 - The path to football nirvana, pt 86
ANUFC powerbrokers should note the potential for investing in its own gurney, given the
amount of use it would get, or at least deploy a physio to tend to the walking knacked that
comprise this merry band of heroes. Before Sunday's game against Not Belconnen Utd, this
list included Waz, Occy and Mark (non-playing), and Riccardo, Markus, Oli, Nic H and Si
(playing) all suffering from some level of infirmity. Other challenges of time (Brett) and space
(Viet) meant most of the warm-up was exercising our vocal chords asking where in the living
f*** our players were, and whether it was worth inviting some already-beer-guzzling M3
players to stand by. It was not.
If football was a symphony... nope, done that one already. Anyway, in the face of unrelenting
early pressure from NBU, a player I'll simply refer to as Matt C (no, that's too obvious - how
about M Caldow) blamed the formation for us being under the kosh, a suggestion which was
roundly rejected by the coach as whinging as chuckles were exchanged between gaffer and
ANUFC Godfather Dawson. After a mid-first half formation change to combat what the
opposition was doing, ANU looked much more solid and began creating a few chances
themselves. Moesy was getting hold of the ball and played a few nice through passes to Chris
Wall, before a delectable chance for Nicholls to take it towards goal. Go on! Wait, why is he
stopping? Hamstring-twang, readers. That's why.
Needing another source of goals (fact check pending), ANU wasn't without graft and
inspiration, but perhaps lacked confidence and clear chances. We also lacked a full
complement after Viet respectfully sought the referee's ear for a moment, I assume to rip it
from one part of his anatomy and attach it to another. NBU, on the other hand, generated
opportunities from the ether and capitalised. Their fourth, during the late period when they had
their fat-guy-who-only-comes-on-when-it's-in-the-bag on, turned the result from a "unlucky
boys" to a "pumped by a better team". Back to the drawing board then, and shooting practice,
after three games and no goals - there's an inner peace in that. At least the sun was shining.
ANU √(-1) - UC Stars #
Rd 4 - Weather
Our journey towards football nirvana took a further step towards enlightenment as we
transcended our essence into the rain that drenched the pitch. We were everywhere and QBN
were nowhere to be seen. No goals again.
Namaste.
Rd 5 - This is Monaro
The more cynical pundits played the historical percentages by predicting a draw between ANU
and Monaro, with some kind of refereeing anomaly either providing or denying a goal. Another
variable was the boggy state of the pitch, made all the more so after, I assume, the body of
ANU M3 player Snooks was buried near the 18 yard box minutes prior to kick-off.
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This game saw ANU infinity its season goal tally and then double it, which doesn't seem as
impressive but is actually more. Moesy's early finish to a champagne footballing move
foreshadowing an easy day out. Tom repelled Monaro counter-offensives, including the final
word on save of the season - a Super Mario-style double jump to swat away in the top corner.
Whoever has "penalty curse" on their 2020 bingo card can blot that square. After the
previously infallible Voldemort was vanquished against Gungahlin, the usually reliable Moesy
waited an eternity for the go-ahead from the referee that never came. The Monaro keeper
quickly retracted his complaint that the kick was taken before the whistle when he guessed
correctly. The research continues but wet conditions may be playing a part. A training penalty
contest is on the cards.
Things happened in the second half - Buzz finished well after a sequence of applied pressure
- and it ended in a universe balancing result that was all too predictable. The referee
commented after the game that we should have won. Thanks mate.
ANU 2* - Monaro >1
Rd 7 - Football reflected in the Black Mirror
In a parallel universe ANUFC M1 might play BelWest M2, who haven't lost a game in decades
apparently, and we could wonder what would happen. How good is this lower league
juggernaut? In another parallel universe it would be sunny, warm and blustery in Canberra in
August - summery weather at the most unsummery time of year in one of the least summery
places. Clearly, neither of these things were on the cards. ANU had the bye this week, so
events may have occurred only in the mind, like the plot of a certain creepy Netflix series.
Other bizarre instances of almost normal but utterly impossible outcomes are occurring as we
speak, infinite times in infinite universes. A non-Waz is scoring with an anti-shot so baffling
that it would imprison the mind of the BelWest keeper in a metaphorical padded cell of
madness, and distort his depth perception forthwith. There would be no recovery and said
keeper is likely to be still in a dream-like state from which he can't awake.
ANU's short passing game and Viet's screams for the ball ripped open the fabric of space and
time enough for his cross to slip through to another dimension, change direction mid flight and
end up beyond the hapless gloveman. No one saw what happened or which BW defender
foolishly intervened. Waz was in close proximity, though. There are no coincidences.
ANU continued to roll the dice in the final third, but came up snake-eyes. Delves was not
impressed and called for the kind of zen calm only achieved through 100% possession in the
middle third. Houston and Riccardo started to dial their respective signals to a similar
frequency and made some connections. Caldow took matters into his own hands with a
cross/shot of such deception that the now severely mind-snapped BW keeper stumbled on his
imagination and helpfully carried the ball into the net. Caldow then succumbed to the rigour of
crooting from a distance, adding to the list of knacked. Gary, who happened to be out for his
morning stroll in full kit, ambled by and provided assistance.
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BW upped the ante late on, and our defenders decided to stop defending for a moment. The
wind with the assist as Tom was caught in no man's land for one, and simply abandoned to
his wits for another. Potential embarrassment avoided, which are the three sweetest words in
this universe.
ANU 1 - BelWest 1 - Nature 1 - Vortex 2
Rd 8 - Joy is but the shadow pain casts
ANUFC M1's season is somewhere in the "Walking Dead" timeline between "Fear the Walking
Dead" and "Walking Dead". Never having watched the show, I assume it's an apt analogy to
explain that our heroes have withstood a pox and are now regrouping in the face of further
poxes. Various conditions of knack, twang and gah! have beset the group, who are in a state
of recovery, decline or permanence. Things are starting to look up though.
Speaking of walking dead, Burns provided the latest 2021 pre-season exercise. A collection
of greying gentlemen more at home telling you about the time when wearing an onion on your
belt was in style.
This season's equal-top goal-attempter Chris Wall was redeployed and proved a revelation in
an unfamiliar defensive role. Being burdened with responsibility clearly focussing the mind
and sharpening the senses. Riccardo was desperately unlucky on at least two occasions,
while guest players Gary and Nick T were outstanding.
The other week, Nic Houston described himself as being in a state of sub-prime fitness for
football, which drew a confused look from this author. To what level of fitness does he aspire,
I wondered. Conventional wisdom would suggest that Masters and prime fitness are
antonymous, and if I could ever achieve a level of fitness described as sub-prime, I must have
altered my lifestyle significantly. Anyway, Nic ghosted onto the end of a cross from a forward
position *gasp!* adding his name to the list of ANUFC one-goal wonders of 2020.
Tom's stellar keeping has kept the team floating in the middle of this year's three-dimensional
league matrix, where points don't exist and form is as tangible as the inner peace we seek.
And he did his utmost once again. In the end the pitch was the winner.
Wanniassa. Undefeated.
ANUFC ;) - Burns :|
Rd 9 - Coconuts
This season's ANUFC Masters injury curse will surely be remembered as the worst crisis of
2020 to happen anywhere. I can't think of anything more significant anywhere in the world. No
sir. Not a thing.
A cold shriveled husk* of the once mighty ANUFC Masters squad bravely took on Gungahlin
in seasonably chilly and windy conditions in a battle for something or other. As expected,
before half time the legion of knacked had a couple of new members, and a couple of repeat
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customers. Riccardo had looked impressive in a deeper midfield role, including blasting a shot
directly into the opposition 'keeper's hand for the second week in a row, before his ankle went
pop.
Now, I love it when an opposition player challenges Occy's manhood early in the game. The
physicality that follows is intense. Luckily Occy had his big boy pants on, the ones with the
pockets big enough to fit Gungahlin's main man for most of the game. He did slip out
occasionally to cause issues and was key in most of Gungahlin's more dangerous moves.
Aside from Occy's shorts, the same Gungahlin player also spent a lot of time inside the
referee's whistle - the main factor in most fouls.
Pregame, the referee seemed unusually alert and coherent, so hopes were high. But a rather
nonchalant performance from the whistle carrier had the ANU bench and other pieces of
furniture asking why. Why? I think there was a claim for another penalty miss in there
somewhere. But with Occy next man up, who knows what might have happened. Maybe he
would have shot backwards into his nemesis and ricocheted (spell check) the ball into the net.
Despite an actually quite good performance, in the end Gungahlin kept it simple and had more
healthy legs. Personally, I think the fact they had two players wearing number '17' jerseys was
what put them over the line.
Gungahlin "some" - ANU "not as many"
Pizza Capers!
*no offence to active members
Rd 10 - Emotional injuries
When people get into discussions about scorelines not reflecting games, what do they mean
exactly? It's not as though teams try to lose, say, 6-0. And on any other given day the scoreline
could have been different. What's the telling factor? The wind? Rain? Sloping pitch? A floating
apparition of Steve Lazzari that haunts our nightmares and appears from nowhere in the sixyard box to flick the ball in? A plan to neutralise the league's top goalscorer (fact-check
pending) was undone by Viet's first half calf-ouch! It was tireless versus effortless - ANU's
positive passages always teetered on the edge of a cliff and chances were rare, while Weston
moved the ball around so seamlessly it was as though they had done this before.
No, you're not imagining things; the tone of these articles has been on the decline. Somewhat
downcast. I've noticed it, yet there's nothing much I can do about it. Where's the wit and
charm? The razor sharp humour. Like a receding hairline, you know you'd rather things were
different, but all you can do is watch. Weston began to toy with ANU in the second half,
stretching team unity to its limit. Mosey took umbrage with some of the team 'bantz', and others
were perplexed by the unusual comedy stylings of the referee. Check off free-kick-awardedto-ANU-and-quickly-taken-by-Weston-for-a-goal off your 2020 bingo card if you have it.
As this season winds down to it's nadir, the bizzaro world of 2020 adds yet another calamity,
ANUFC M1 not making the finals. But then, no one is. We're all mired on this floating garbage
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fire together, scoring ludicrous goals and attempting the same flows we always have. But
things are different now - the world is ending and we have all ended up where we started. At
least take giddy delight in the fact that Weston would have lost their preliminary final to Burns
and watched the Grand Final from their couches again. ANU didn't deserve such a one-sided
scoreline, but did any of the teams who went before? It was suggested after the game that the
cruel relief of relegation may beckon. Who knows? Nothing is real anymore and facts are
established by the first person to say something.
BREAKING NEWS: Buzz has committed his future to Masters by signing a lifetime deal.
ANU played v Weston played better
Rd 11 - High times
Well, we all desire finishing on a high in whatever endeavour we pursue. After all, finishing on
a low inevitably involves defeat, humiliation or the abject realisation that further investment of
time and effort will lead to unsustainable losses. Obviously, it was the thought of such an
unsustainable loss that prompted QBN to pull the pin on a last-day match up against old foes
ANUFC on the bumpy, squelchy track that doubles as a floodplain below the hills of Giralang.
Maybe QBN wanted to preserve the integrity of the new ACT/QLD COVID-19 travel bubble by
not crossing the border.
A constantly lengthy knack-list would have necessitated another Plastic-irritating call to
various members of other ANU teams to roll out once more for the beleaguered M1s.
Variously, Gary, Buzz, Nick T, Pat W, Alfred and Sada have supplemented the ranks this
season. Buzz was in the running for Top Goalscorer (did anyone get more than one?), while
Gary is a contender for Players' Player, showcasing the depth and commitment within the
club.
Most of all, we'll miss out on whatever refereeing anomaly was in store for us. Who would it
be? John? Eugene? That chatty guy from last week who doesn't seem to know any of the
rules or possess a whistle? Romantically described in some circles as "the magic of Masters
football", the lack of basic competent officiating is enough to make anyone vomit in terror.
Maybe QBN are on to something by forfeiting, thus avoiding a possibly aneurysm-inducing
moment when the referee ignores a jolly good stud raking, but calls a foul throw.
So, with nothing to write about, how about some memorable moments...
● Not believing we couldn't beat a bunch of pensioners (Burns).
● Occy getting all Occy up in the grill of Gungahlin's chief playmaker.
● That hattrick of "goals" against BelWest.
● Penalties.
● Another draw with Monaro.
● Chris Wall as a right fullback.
● Tom's Mario-style "double-jump" save in the top corner against Monaro.
● Not playing QBN at all.
MORE BREAKING NEWS: Brett Graham and Matt Clissold confirmed as joint M1 coaches for
2021 season.
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MASTERS LEAGUE 3

POS
1
2
3
4
5

COACH:

RANSOME MCLEAN

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

ALFRED CHIDEMBO

COACH'S PLAYER:

MICHAEL BLACKSELL

PREMIERS:

ANUFC

MASTERS LEAGUE 3
TEAM
P W FF D
ANUFC
8 7 0 1
Weston Molonglo FC 19 7 5 0 1
Belnorth FC 3
6 4 0 0
Woden Valley SC 10
7 1 0 0
Gungahlin United FC 9
7 0 0 0

L F A GD PTS
0 44 4 40
22
1 27 14 13
16
2 27 18 9
12
6 9 45 -36
3
7 3 23 -20
0

Review Article

Can Old Bastards Succeed at Competitive Football? the
Incomplete Evidence from a Non-Continuous Season
International Journal of Inconsequential Footballing, Vol. 2020, Issue 4.
Authors: Prest, J.* with contributions from Witness K and Other Various Witnesses including
A, Babaei, Blacksell, Chidembo, Couch, Cunningham, Dawson, Dryland, Issah, McLean,
Matthams, Mason, Prasad, Patterson, Sharp, Snooks and Willson. (*Corresponding author: @Faculty
abolished, @WasYourANU)

Institute for the Study of Middle-Aged Sports Performance, Faculty of Life Essentials, About to Not be
a University (A.N.U.), Republic of Southern Australia.

Abstract: Article describes a Masters 3 level season that was an almost unqualified
success despite disruption of C-19 pandemic palaver. New player signings brought
unparalleled skill if not vision to team, and options for coaching staff. Unexpected,
unprecedented ladder results were achieved with Unbeaten Score Sheet at season
close. Article provides a review of moments that provoked maximum cognitive
dissonance and disbelief amongst players. In passing it was found that cardiac risk
factors and potential symptoms are common in Masters footballers, with gaps in
physical preparation, despite football knowledge and understanding, extremely
common. Other key findings: Players supported More Football, less home renovation
and partner delegated Home Tasks, in favour of pitch mowing and remote grounds
maintenance, adequate game time, properly scheduled fixtures and availability of
post-match refreshments. Participation in off-pitch conditioning programs without food
was not well supported.
Keywords: Player Psychology, Coaching Strategies, Shots off Target, Innovative 1 v
1 Play, Season Ending Injuries, Cold Mornings, Team Victory in a Non-Competition.
Conflict of interest statement This aspect of compulsory reporting is considered inapplicable until
Australia has an Independent Commission on Corruption. An interest in inconsequential football on the
part of all contributors is declared.
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Gender participation statement: Persons of all aGendrrs were encouraged to attend and participate,
either as players, spectators or coaching staff through an open-invitation mechanism in the form of
electronically dispatched pre-match communications. Female respondents however variously
associated with players in this demographic were reported to have routinely recoiled in horror in
response to invitations to attend and observe, let alone participate. Limited exceptions applied to an
end of season sausage festival in the sun where social distancing was observed. However, the invitation
to all remains open. Improved participation is expected pending ongoing negotiations with various
parties. Team legal advisers indicated that Capital Football rules in this competition have historically
segregated
players
on
basis
of
chromosomes.
Mental Health Reporting Statement: Players reported higher levels of wellbeing in a post-season
debriefing than they had after compulsory attendance at Departmental RUOK workshops. This is
considered likely due to the various benefits of Inconsequential Footballing and scientifically informed
methods of coaching and conditioning. Refer also to findings in the article regarding cognitive
impairment
and
dementia
attributable
to
cumulative
sub-concussive
impacts.
Acknowledgements: staff of Capital Football and ANU Sports Association, season’s refereeing staff.
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Prior to the 2020 season, experienced players from the ANUFC Masters had been looking
forward with twisted pleasure to a long stretch of tough, gritty matches against old and new
opponents. Their anticipation for the coming football season, although dignified, was still
keenly experienced. Actually, it had a desperation about it, akin to what is experienced by a
tribe of addicted bikers when seriously speeding without helmets down bumpy backroads
towards oblivion. To places that haven’t visited and are not likely to visit. (Like Grong Grong,
NSW).
The distinguished gentlemen of the ANUFC Masters squads travel to other - more suburban
- locations of almost equal oblivion, such as Charnwood, Waniassa, and Queanbeyan. They
seek a different, yet similar form of adrenalin rush. They also joyfully ignore the risks of
broken bones and other season ending injuries. Whilst telling those around them that they
will stop one day.
Then everything went a tiny bit stupid with the global virus pandemic. The levels of f**d up
stupidity and weirdness creeping across the globe reached a disturbing peak. Even news
junkies switched off 24/7 news channels in order to retain sanity. Peak derangement had
arrived even before home-schooling combined with working from home and interminable video
conferencing.
Capital Football went into risk management Mode. There were Flowcharts, Forms and
protocols. We know what happened next.
Desperate for escape from domestic bliss, footballing addicts realised that even televised
football was closing down step by step. Team chanting, songs and whistle-booing were
switched for canned noise of fake crowds. How crap. So crap that one can’t even begin to
come up with a workable analogy for just how much turdness this was turning out to be.
Bewildering disappointment and uncertainty. A depression so deep such that one was tempted
to say to any Cheery Person from HR, “No, no, actually just Piss Off. Of course I’m Not Okay”!
Yet somehow, miraculously, despite a hugely delayed start, the season eventually did start. It
got going!
For the lads of M3, uncertainty continued momentarily while the coaching appeal from Peter
P. Plastic appeared to fall on deaf ears. Fortunately, Sir Ransome bravely stepped up. Saving
us from an ignominious defeat by forfeit before the season had even begun.
For some reason, the role of guiding the team appeared to be handled more nonchalantly in
Season 2020 by Ransome than had been the case in the days of the Oranje.1 This article
avoids excessive attempts to explain such phenomena. Still we think some fine preparations
were made by the Gaffer.

1

It was observed that the frequency of yelling at players from the sideline and whilst on the pitch

to do implausible or impossible things was reduced below that experienced in recent memory.
Perhaps the Gaffer had been reading the modern classic, M. Manson, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a
(Flying) F***k, (Macmillan, 2016) and its observation that 'sometimes shit is f*cked up and we have to
live with it.'
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Firstly, new signings in the off-season brought fresh internationally scouted talent to the squad:
centre-back Tony Kelly (Republic of Ireland), forward Nssango Issah (Republic of Cameroon),
and striker Alfred Chidembo (Republic of Zimbabwe). All three showed the skill that Ranse the
Gaffer had predicted.
Figure 1: Golden Boot winner Alfred Chidembo bamboozles five Wodenoids

Figure 2: Supersigning No.2 Nssango Issah outwits Gunghalin
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Figure 3: Super-signing No.3: Tony Kelly

Second came psychological preparation. Evidently Ranse had invested time in the hail
damaged and flooded parts of the Chifley Library making profitable use of his role as a
member of the ANU Football Tribe. He picked up and digested ch.14 from Raab et.al.’s Sport
and Exercise Psychology Research: From Theory to Practice, the Classic work on Team
Psychology, entitled “Serial Winning Coaches: People, Vision, and Environment”. This
containing the secretly obscure and mysterious sections on McAdams’s integrated framework
of personality. This was clearly something that made a greater impression than Ch 13, ‘Holistic
Perspective on the Development of Elite Athletes’, noted by reviewers as a more effective
treatment for insomnia than the A-League on a channel we don’t subscribe to.2
Third came unexpected contributions. Despite the lack of preparation in pre-season and
during the Corn Chip Craving of the Corona Lockdown, the Great Disruption of 2020 actually
turned out to be a successful season for ANUFC M3. Perhaps this was attributable to the
impromptu supplementary coaching contribution of Robbie Mason who brought along his now
legendary A1 sized Soccer Whiteboard (TM) with MagnetDots to the foggy wastelands of Kaleen
in July (at a frosty and plain stupid 8am, when more sensible humans would have stayed
home for the Sunday morning shagfest).
About Tattoos: In the pre-season in January-February, whilst at chilling on South Oval
(actually @the Beach), Ranse had been peering over the top of his sunglasses, talent spotting,
while wondering about the prevalence of tattoos in Australia. The remaining parts of his logical
mind that had not been already damaged by heading the ball pondered the connections

2

Raab M and others (eds), Sport and Exercise Psychology Research: From Theory to Practice
(Academic Press, an imprint of Elsevier 2016).
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between tattoos and the only thing that
mattered: football. In his leisurely reading during
the bushfire crisis, but before the Great
Hailstorm, the Gaffer found the article by S.M
Mueller et.al. to be of particular interest. Entitled
“The Role of Tattoos in Football: Behavioural
Patterns and Success: An Analysis of the FIFA
World Cup 2018” it made several ‘findings’,
dressed up as fact. These factoids got the Gaffer
thinking about the number of tattoos on the
team. The article employed sophisticated epidemiological methodology to assert that
“tattooed individuals are more extroverted, aggressive, and risk-taking. Tattooed
footballers on average played longer (208 vs. 160 minutes; p<0.001), received more cards
(0.38 vs. 0.27; p <0.001), and committed more fouls per player (2.64 vs. 2.2; p <0.001).
Tattooed players attempted more shots at goal (p =0.016), but without higher goal success
(p =0.204).” 3
Ranse reflected on Ibrahimovic’s spectacular 30 metre overhead no-look goal for Sweden v
England4 and noted the earlier assertion that “Whether these personality traits affect athletic
performance is uncertain.” He noted the video record that curiously shows the great player
shirtless without tattoos at 0.16 and wondered out loud what has happened before5 and since
then.6
Introduction of Female-Led Lycra Fitness on Optus Sport - Possible Links to Spike in
Myocardial Infarctions
Another phenomena of 2020 was the introduction of certain subtle innovations in streaming of
sport. Earlier in Ranse’s pre-season literature review, he noted a concerning article about the
risk of cardiac incidents including MCI (MyoCardial Infarction, aka heart attack) in Masters
players who had been sufficiently inactive whilst paying sly attention to the Optus Sport Side
BenefitTM of the LycraClad British Bods with Accents doing FIIT (Farkin-Intense-IntensityTrainingTM).
Although the literature reviewed did not mention the impact of lycra and yoga pants during the
working from home phase, it did suggest provision of Automated External Defibrillators (AED)
and CPR training at training (99% of expert authors considered this essential for Masters Level
teams), and AEDs at games (only 97% needed because sometimes we play harder at
training).7

3

Mueller, S.M., Bayer, M., Mattia, A., Gysin, S., 2020. The Role of Tattoos in Football: Behavioural
Patterns and Success: An Analysis of the FIFA World Cup 2018. Clinics in Dermatology.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clindermatol.2020.04.006
4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh_KNH8QqSw
5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtlU78Jzf2E
6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87xT-NITP88
7

Francis, M., Buckley, T., Tofler, A., Tofler, G., 2019. Masters Age Football (Soccer) and Cardiac Risk:
A Survey of Risk Factors, Symptoms, and Understanding Regarding Cardiac Disease and its
Prevention. Heart, Lung and Circulation 28, S368. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.hlc.2019.06.547
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Yet Ranse elected to skip over - as a hopeless cause - the article’s righteous suggestion to
give the players an earful, described in polite but vague academic terms as ‘general education’
on heart health. If only the authors knew what Went Down during the Lock-Down. In earlier
papers the authors wrote about the health risks of salty pistaccios and excessive Doritos
during pre-season ‘preparation’ whilst players attempted the levitation of dumbells and
kettlebells by sheer force of will whilst watching dregs of EuropaLeague pretending to be the
Champions League.
Forgetting as either implausible or outside budget such advice to obtain an Automated
external defibrillators AED or any CPR training, instead our team chose to be prepared for
any eventuality by bringing the product BEER along to every match. Showing 21st Century
awareness, after having read the literature about brain damage from heading the ball too
much, it was resolved to provide some brain-damage aware alternative beverages.8 This gave
us a chance to sample the 39 different brands of Not too Bad Zero Alcohol Herbal Mix made
by the Capital Kombucha Craft Brewery. This was all part of a far-sighted vision to train us for
the 2021 Summer Season at Austrrraaaalian Institute of
Reasonably Allright Sport. Intel sources warned that in
2020-21 (as in 2019) all products except Distilled Water and
anti-cramping Magnesium tablets would been banned. In
preparation for the heat of the 2020 summer competition,
our scouts report that a Whole Body Screening Station
deploying Airport Body Scanners is under construction at
the ‘Back of Bruce’ entrance to prevent alcohol smuggling.
The dangers of uncontrolled access to alcohol amongst the elderly came to the Gaffer’s
several times throughout the 2020 season. One notable incident occurred in the Wilds of
Waniassa. Some of the M1 crew, led by The Notorious Plastic, came along to play the
Beautiful Game, but found themselves with free time after a Forfeit. Therefore, being
unsupervised by Wives, Girlfriends and Others, and at a loose end unable to play their brand
of professional football, they resorted to drinking our beer and incredulous shouting from the
sidelines.9 This escalated markedly when Mr Dawson executed a fine example of the nutmeg
1:1 challenge close to the sideline. Possible explanations are that a history of subconcussive
head impacts, i.e. heading, could cause cognitive impairment.10 (Photo evidence below).

8

Lipton ML and others, ‘Soccer Heading Is Associated with White Matter Microstructural and Cognitive
Abnormalities’ (2013) 268 Radiology 850.
9
Howell D and Harrington JA, Soccer Hooliganism: A Preliminary Report. (Butterworth-Heinemann,
1968) <http://qut.eblib.com.au/patron/FullRecord.aspx?p=1874749> accessed 5 October 2020
10
Rodrigues AC, Lasmar RP and Caramelli P, ‘Effects of Soccer Heading on Brain Structure and
Function’
(2016)
7
Frontiers
in
Neurology
<http://journal.frontiersin.org/Article/10.3389/fneur.2016.00038/abstract> accessed 5 October 2020
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The Toilet roll trophy – the CoronaCup. Manufactured from the three ingredients of the
season, a Painted Toilet Roll salvaged at Aldi during the
Descent into Madness back in March, a two-thirds
empty bottle of Corona Beer, and the obligatory bottle
of Toxic Hand Sanitiser (liable to catch fire or blind
someone at a moment’s notice, causing more harm than
the virus).
At the final match of the season, next to the BBQ, the
author did snap a long-range telephoto image of
Esteemed Coach Sir Ranse kissing the Goldelectroplated Bog Roll in a moment of uncontrolled
football passion. Yet we regret to say we are unable to
bring you this image due to legal action. Unfortunately,
the photo was redacted from SCUM after a last minute
secretive Ex Parte injunction application to the Canberra
Registry of the Federal Court on behalf of the unnamed
Department of Inhuman Services to prevent such
images from bringing Australia’s Federal Government and the Public Service into disrepute…
(As if it wasn’t already in enough disrepute).
The editors of SCUM were advised by Barrister and ex M3-4 lad,
Sir Marcus Hassall SC QC, not to test the matter in Court. A
calculation about the risk of an adverse indemnity costs order
evidently occurred.
We must also note Jim Dawson somehow regularly managed to
turn up after half time after another night of wine tasting. Still in
the circumstances every time Sir Jim managed to play with
panache. On the last match he was seen to nutmeg and
humiliate his hapless opponent, much to the excitement of the
beery crowd on the sidelines, in the second half of the last match
of the season (see above).
Half Arsed Profile of Players: Having been elevated from M4
to M3, everyone was in a good frame of mind from the start.
Equipped with an excellent keeper in Chris Dryland with a
cheerful East London accent and not afraid to give his players a
verbal bollocking (with an impact not unlike the legendary ‘Millwall
Brick’) if they were slacking off, the team had a quite confidence
about them in the backline, as opposed to the usual scrambling
desperation of previous seasons.
Seasoned Players Micky B and Greg ‘Top Gun’ Mathams along with new recruit Tony Kelly
were calm and skilful in getting the ball further up the park so that the midfield players (Simmo,
John ‘Ragnar’ Couch) and particularly the wide wing players (Aido, Jimmy P., Benny) could
fK things up in their own particular ways.
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Other players were awesome too and we aren’t getting paid enough to write up their talents
unfortunately (but these players are depicted using visual communication methods below)
(Hugh P., Nssango, Jaffar, Presto, Robbie Mason, Scott Sharp). We did note some some
interesting skills displayed from time to time occasionally leading to referee intervention
(Jimbo’s between the legs ball hopping being particularly noted by scouting staff). Another
notable incident, however more serious and far less amusing was a serious ankle injury to Mr
Snooks leading to visitation of a patient transport vehicle (image supplied).
Figure 4: Snooks – Ambulance Moment. He seems to be smiling. We think it was the Green Whistle.

Figure 5: Invoice allegedly associated with this incident. Fact Checking is required of all satirical content
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Match Stats (* Spoiler Protection is Off * )
ü Number of matches: Hardly Any (Maybe 12, actually only 8 !!! due to Byes, Rain and
other sundry excuses).
ü Cost $ per match: Not too Xabi @ $29.34 instead usual $631.54 (plus Ambulance
Levy)
ü Wins 7
ü Losses 0
§ Draws 1 (v Weston: result 2:2)
§ Byes: 2
§ Washouts: 1
ü Biggest Win: 13:0 v Woden Valley
ü Total goals scored in season: 44 (from 6+2+5+5+4+2+13+7= 44)
ü Total goals conceded in season: 4
ü Top Goalscorer of the M3 League: Alfred Chidembo, 16 goals in 8 matches
ü Runner up, Scott Sharp 8 goals in 4 matches
ü 3rd placed goalscorer Robbie Mason 4 goals in 8 matches.
ü Red Cards: 0
ü Yellow Cards: 1 (HP)
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Creative interpretation of match stats:
Average Possession per match (63%)
Total Passes in Season 1639, Total passes to feet and on target 163
Total Shots 239, Total shots by Alfred 230
Offsides 23, Offsides by Ranse and Jaffa 21
Goalkeeping: F*kg grand, Goals Conceded: 4 in 8 matches – Average 0.5 per match
Discipline – Not Observed
Unkind remarks about other team’s skill, character and obesity: 431
Cuss words and other disputation 99 per match

Player profiles
AIDO
Position: Winger:
Age: Unknown
Seasons: Lost Count
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Alfred: Striker + Gold Boot Winner

Benny

Chris Dryland
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Greg

Hugh Patterson

Jaffar B
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Jimmy Prestovic

Mick Blacksell

Nssango Issah
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Ragnar – John Couch

Ranse
Nickname - Seriously can we print that???
Position - With Kirsten? Oh you mean football...doh
Manager/Coach of the M3 2020 squad, thanks, mate !

Robbie
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Scott Sharp

Simmo

Adrian Snooks
Nickname - Snooks

Position - Right Back in Physio :(
Ankle tendons: cessation to season
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Sir Jim Dawson

Tony Kelly
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Figure 6: Fresh from a stint with national team, the Z.Warriors, Alfred C. notched up 16 goals in 8 games, topping the old
bastards league.

Figure 7: On the edge of the Box, GUFC player attempts to
execute unauthorised JiuJitsu move against Mr Chidembo

Figure 8: Midfielder Mr Simmo Prasad drives into space

Figure 9: Mr Patterson attempts to win handball free kick by aiming at opponent but misses completely.
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Figure 10: Social Distancing in practice
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Match report 27 September - Out on top! Author: Alfred Chidembo

ANUFC M3’s were back again at Giralang, after having last played at the venue against
Woden Valley FC in August. The pitch was in perfect shape with an even surface although the
pitch was much smaller. The last time we played at Giralang, the game was blemished by the
horrendous ankle injury to Adrian towards the end. It was great to see him back on his feet
and walking freely although not in the blue and white strip.
The lads sure had a bounce in their step coming off an emphatic win against Woden Valley
where half of the team managed to have their names on the scoresheet. One would have
expected an electric start to the game against a BelNorth side that had been demolished 6-0
earlier in the season but that wasn’t to be.
Right from the kick off, BelNorth seemed intent on seeking some retribution so they hit the
tracks running and scoring in the first ten minutes. A rare opportunity by their main striker saw
him pounce on a pass on the counter attack and beat our defenders before slotting the ball
past Chris.
ANUFC quickly settled down and got into the groove with a quick response to level the score.
Shortly afterwards, ANUFC were two goals up. Looking back through the short season, one
would have expected such a response anyway as this has been one of the amazing traits from
this ANUFC M3 team. The ability to bounce back from such situations and hurt the opposition.
By half time, ANUFC were up, leading 4-1.
After the break, the game was a bit slower but the tactics were different. Considering that this
was a smaller pitch most of the play was congested in the middle of the park. Coach Ransome,
decided to go for a more expansive play encouraging the team to spread the ball wide to the
wings and whipping in the crosses. The two wingers, Ben and Greg , quickly got to work and
within the third quarter, ANUFC were leading 6-1. Thanks to a series of dazzling runs from
both wings allowing the strikers to play the ball in the final quarter of the pitch.
If you weren’t at the game, then you definitely missed out on an opportunity to see Jaffa dance
through the defense beating two, maybe three defenders in the 12-yard box before losing
power on the final touch that saw the ball roll into the goalkeeper’s hands. I bet, everyone on
the sidelines would have run onto the pitch if Jaffa had scored that one.
ANUFC dominated the match and ran out winners beating BelNorth 7-1. What a way to
conclude the season. The game was followed up by a team bbq and a big thank you should
go out to all who made this possible. A special thanks to Couchie who spent the previous night
chopping all the onions into perfect squares for our enjoyment.
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MASTERS LEAGUE OVER 45
COACH:

SCOTT CHANNING

PLAYER'S PLAYER:

RAOUL CRAEMER

COACH'S PLAYER:

ROBERT STODART

PREMIERS:

WESTON MOLONGLO

POS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

MASTERS OVER 45s
TEAM
P W FF D
Brindabella Blues FC 8
8 5 0 3
ANUFC
8 5 0 2
Woden Valley SC 11
7 5 0 2
Canberra Croatia FC 1
7 5 0 2
Woden Valley SC 12
8 3 0 1
Belnorth FC 1
8 2 0 2
Lanyon United FC 5
8 2 0 2
Burns FC 7
8 0 0 1
Belnorth FC 2
8 0 0 1

L
0
1
0
0
4
4
4
7
7

F
36
35
27
19
19
20
12
9
8

A
8
10
4
4
18
24
27
34
56

GD PTS
28
18
25
17
23
17
15
17
1
10
-4
8
-15
8
-25
1
-48
1

Back row:

Simon “Carry On” Cullen, Nick Terrell, Scott Haig, Duncan Miller, Steve
McIntyre, Scott Channing (Team Coach), Tony “Bruce” Jarman, Pat Walker,
Steve “Junior” Kaleb, Rob Stodart, Plastic (Team Manager), Paul Kowal
Front row:
Ravi Prasad, Brian “Mister B” Dowling, Pat “Scythe” Niven (Esky Manager),
Michael “Yzee” Wiseman, Raoul “Cosmo” Craemer
Not pictured: Nigel Palfreman (enjoying a dirty weekend away)
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2020: The reboot
Responding to increasing demand and the inexorable process of ageing, the MO45
competition was first instigated by Capital Football in season 2011. The ANU FC actually had
a team in that very first season, and came a mediocre 6th out of 9 teams. The mentality of
“picking up an easy trophy in MO45” was proved to be a fallacy with the league perhaps a little
more competitive than first expected. The team subsequently folded after just one season,
with players returning to other Masters grades. Venerable ANU FC Life Member Jim Dawson,
who played in that first MO45 incarnation in 2011, has famously since referred to the MO45
competition as “a trap”.
It was another Life Member in the Plastic who got the MO45 ball rolling again at the ANU FC
a few years ago. Despite not yet being 45 years old, the long-serving goalkeeper wanted a
pathway for players to continue playing at the ANU FC as a collective; a third phase, if you
will, after State Leagues and 35+ Masters. But he could never quite cobble together enough
members for a full squad, usually falling short at around the 12-13 player mark.
Come 2020, things were different. With a vastly increased pool of 45+ specimens, a squad of
18 was readily formed, a full nine years after the first MO45 squad in 2011. And this time, the
team was determined to be both more competitive and have greater longevity.
The newly-formed 2020 MO45 squad comprised mainly ANU FC players from other Masters
grades. Recent M1 players included Plastic, Nick, Haigy, Macca, Channers, Cully, Stods,
Wisey and Cosmo. From M2 and M3 came Nige, Mister B, Scythe, Tony and Pat Walker. But
we also had some new players to the ANU FC, and it’s always good to see some fresh faces;
this included Paul (from Myanmar) and Ravi (from equally-exotic Gungahlin). Lastly, we had
some players return to the ANU FC after many seasons away in Junior and Duncan.
Altogether, the squad was a veritable who’s who of ANU FC royalty. Due to the impact of
COVID-19, it was a shortened season of only 8 games (teams played each other once in a 9team competition), no competition points (although we generated the MO45 ladder below from
results posted), and no finals or trophies. The #participation hashtag was quickly trending.
Having selected a skillful, fit, charismatic, and extremely handsome squad of 18 middle-aged
DILFs, and with experienced coach Channers in charge, the ANU FC MO45 squad took on a
new set of opponents and discovered that we could mix it with the league’s best teams. There
was a clear top four in ANU FC, Brindabella, Canberra Croatia and Woden Valley-11, and all
fairly evenly matched. A finals series would've been very interesting. We dropped points to
Canberra Croatia in our first game (that we should’ve won given how many chances we
created), drew with both Brindabella and Woden Valley-11 in tense affairs, and fairly smashed
the other teams. When you consider that Brindabella, Canberra Croatia and Woden Valley
have dominated the league over the past five seasons, it's a fair effort for the ANU FC in our
first season as a brand new squad, and very encouraging signs for the future. Pat Walker also
claimed the overall MO45 Golden Boot with 11 goals in 8 games.
Hopefully with an even stronger MO45 squad in 2021 and a full season of games, the ANU
FC can have another competitive season, and now aim to be the standout team in MO45.
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MO45 matches were Sundays 9am on grass venues, and we trained on Wednesday 730pm
at ANU South Oval (also grass). A well-stocked team esky thanks to a committed drinks
manager in Scythe was also an essential feature of MO45 and readily replenished dehydrated
players after matches on Sunday mornings.
MO45 Players’ Player Award 2020
Voting for Players Player was conducted after every match, with Cosmo taking the award by
a single vote ahead of Stods. It literally came down to the last votes of the season to split the
two players, with two more players in Pat Walker and Nick close behind. In our 8 matches, we
had 8 different weekly winners, which perhaps reflected that the MO45 squad had a lot of very
good players and wasn’t reliant on one or two standouts. Pat Walker was the only player to
poll votes in all 8 matches yet didn’t win a single weekly poll. Cosmo also didn’t win a weekly
poll, polled in 7 / 8 matches, and yet accumulated enough strong performances during the
season’s second half to attract the votes and take out the overall award.
ANU FC MO45 Players’ Player voting 2020: top five
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

74 votes
73 votes
68 votes
66 votes
54 votes

Cosmo
Stods
Pat Walker
Nick
Haigy

ANU FC MO45 Players’ Player voting 2020: weekly winners
Rd 1 v Canberra Croatia
Rd 2 v Woden Valley-12
Rd 3 v Brindabella
Rd 4 v Belnorth-2
Rd 5 v Lanyon Utd
Rd 6 v Woden Valley-11
Rd 7 v Belnorth-1
Rd 8 v Burns

22 votes
16 votes
19 votes
27 votes
23 votes
20 votes
15 votes
17 votes

Nick
Stods
Plastic
Nige
Junior
Tony
Paul
Wisey

ANU FC MO45 goalscorers 2020
11
6
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1

Pat Walker
Duncan Miller
Raoul Craemer
Michael Wiseman
Rob Stodart
Tony Jarman
Ravi Prasad
Pat Niven
Scott Haig
Steve McIntyre
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ANU FC MO45 Player Profiles
Plastic: Father of three and organiser of seventeen. The team manager and steadfast
goalkeeper. Sent hundreds of emails, appointed the coach and esky manager, selected the
squad, washed the kit, filled the match cards, entered the match results, saved the goals, and
served on the committee. Proved to be the difference vs Brindabella in the Giralang mud.
Aspiring mountain biker and finger breaker. Was the driving force for the ANU FC returning to
the MO45 competition, and ultimately enjoyed a successful season through seeing “his baby”
on the park after wondering if it would ever bloody happen.
Mister B: Future diplomat and all-round funny man,
called for the immediate implementation of “heavy
metal football” in season 2020 after just one game.
Claimed to get at least one goal per season through
“sneaking in at the back post”, and subsequently
tried to do so at every opportunity in 2020, only to
be consistently caught out of position on the counter. Had everyone barking orders at him,
with instructions that often conflicted; in the end, he just did what Ranse had taught him. Kept
being called “Nige” all year by Wisey. Has been ruined by MO45 football since and now
inexplicably finds himself hanging for a beer every Sunday morning at around 10.45am.
Paul: The shiny new toy, brand new to the club on a free transfer from Yadanarbon FC via a
wet market in Wuhan, and could play a bit too. Athletic and uncompromising, read the play
superbly and didn’t mind flying in to make a bone-crunching tackle. Loves a cravat and a
Lambeau Leap. A solid contributor in both defence and midfield who only needs to buy a pair
of royal blue socks (not navy) in 2021 to become the complete ANU FC footballer. Has already
inked his first club tattoo, which takes up most of his upper back and features an artistic
representation of the 2020 ANU MO45 squad in a Last Supper pose, with Wisey as Jesus and
Cully as Judas.
Ravi: Joined the ANU FC a shock off-season move from Gungahlin Utd that none of the MO45
pundits saw coming. Was then poached from ANU M3 the second we realised he turned 45.
Involuntary defender but dependable team player who got amongst the goals in 2020. Looks
fucking awesome in a pair of aviator sunglasses and behind the wheel of a shiny new sports
car. Clandestine Bollywood star and hustler extraordinaire, his mere presence makes women
swoon and men feel inadequate. Ask him to fire you a wink and a smile and see if you don’t
go weak at the knees and wet in the crotch.
Nick: The reluctant defender and newest literary kid on the block, his long spidery legs and
sublime silky skill often made opposition players look incompetent and second-rate. Provided
a sensational lowlight for the season with his “fresh airy” vs Burns. Claims to be able to
reconnect all of society through the power of amateur football, and who are we to doubt him.
Hesitant YouTube star but the camera loves him: https://youtu.be/TULzKfCBqm4
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Cully: When the pandemic first hit in March, Cully didn’t know what to do with himself. His
lucrative career as Australia’s only remaining white taxi driver was suddenly over. His beloved
pubs were tragically closed. And worst of all, football stopped. He was rudderless, flailing in a
vacuum of his own self-isolation. But then, the silver lining appeared – the government’s
generous JobSeeker payment, like magic in his bank account every fortnight. It was an
initiative that Cully suddenly realised resonated with what was at the very core of his being –
bludging. He was in heaven, laughing all the way to the bank, and promptly took to his
weathered recliner for the next four months. Having been reluctantly stirred from his stupor in
July, Cully proceeded to take his newly-honed bludging skills from the living room to the
football field, rarely leaving the centre-circle in MO45 matches. But he’d already registered,
and it was “something to do” despite the “early kickoffs and shit pitches”. Sculpted a sexy Dad
bod without even procreating. Both the first and last person to reach into the esky every week.
Haigy: Almost as eye-catching a player as he is a charismatic dinner party guest, Haigy had
an impressive season for MO45 when he wasn’t getting injured in the first 20 minutes of a
match and promptly leaving before halftime. The sight of him marauding down the sideline
was enough to make any female onlooker instantly pregnant. Nearly relinquished his title as
the funniest squad member to Mister B, only to reinforce his credentials with a series of wellrehearsed one-liners. Cannot not be funny.
Nige: Hard-working defensive midfielder. All huff and puff and unbridled enthusiasm. Kept
being called “Brian” all year by Wisey. Understated playwright and closet pervert of the highest
calibre. West Ham tragic and plumper lover. Loves the slop, on and off the park. Always up
for a mid-morning fumble, so much so that he decided to disappear for the last game of the
season, preferring to shag the arse off his missus in a penthouse suite over playing footer with
his mates in salubrious Harrison. Poor form after such an influential season, but he was
immediately regretful and promises to make it up to the team in 2021. Hesitant YouTube star
but the camera loves him: https://youtu.be/hfLKYy66lvI
Scythe: Phenomenal esky steward who took on perhaps
the most daunting of roles in the entire squad by needing
to sate the sophisticated palates of the accomplished
beer snobs in MO45. Fortunately, he handled the
immense pressure, and excelled in his weekly duty.
Began every gameday breakfast with an Irish coffee.
Comical double miss on goals vs Lanyon that had the
sideline peanut gallery roaring. Often seen ambling to the
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car park at 12pm with a near-empty esky in tow, and being desperately chased by a thirsty
MO45 squad member for a last-minute libation.
Duncan: Made a welcomed return to the ANU FC after some twenty years reinventing himself
as a striker in Sydney. Old school footballer and soul. Had knees made of fused titanium that
blew up like helium balloons on Sunday afternoons. Excellent in the air and also on the toke.
Rolls his own, naturally.
Tony Bruce Jarman: Untameable; a furious lead guitarist trapped in the body of a modest
pharmaceutical regulator. Longs to disappear, but just isn’t sure where. Rose like a glorious
salmon to score a pivotal header goal vs Woden-11. Squint and he looks like a less handsome
version of Pat Walker. Cannot not be charming. Plans to reboot his Adonis-like body over
summer with an intense gym workout focusing on legs, shoulders, buttocks, and a chiselled
six-pack. Coffee aficionado and Australia’s most eligible bachelor. Girls, lock up your
mothers… and maybe even your grandmothers.
Stods: According to Channers: “I’ll give the Coach’s Award to Stods since he polled second
in the Players’ Player, he also comes to training every week, always puts in an effort, and
never gives me a hard time.” Sager words, never spoken. Diplomatically called an absolutely
shitworthy pass from Wisey versus Belnorth-1 as “pretty ordinary” and steadfastly stands by
that description to this very day. Ran oppositions ragged.
Macca: Blighted by plantar fasciitis for much of the season and a colossal hamstring tear vs
Canberra Croatia (three times over), the big guy still managed to drag his tall, unwieldy frame
onto the suburban fields of Canberra to torment opposition defences. Scored a textbook
header goal vs Belnorth-1 that he gifted to an injured Plastic, which he then re-gifted to a
desperate Mister B. May or may not have been officially registered for the 2020 season.
Wisey: Wildly natural talent but deeply
misunderstood soul. Chronically insecure
individual who constantly needs to feel the
love. Boasts a football IQ greater than the rest
of the MO45 squad combined. Always the first
at training and the last to leave. Wore out at
least three elliptical trainers during lockdown.
Burst the net vs Burns with a spectacular
long-range goal. Strutted and puffed out his
chest and generally peacocked about. Is
always walking around with a hammer and
nail in his back pocket and threatening to use them. Mister B famously quipped that “Wisey
can’t retire. What’s he gonna do on Sundays – wake up in the morning, crack a beer in his
backyard and yell at the trees?”
Junior: Returning to the club after having supposedly “retired”, Junior tortured opposition
defences with blinding runs down the wing, often resulting in pinpoint crosses to hungry
strikers. Hates Canberra Croatia and with good reason. Took up the gloves in Plastic’s
absence late in the season and is now one goalkick away from a strangulated hernia.
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Pat Walker: First player at the ground every single match, often hours and sometimes days
before kickoff. Refuses to take to the field without his beloved number 9 shirt adorning his
spectacularly sculpted torso. Squint and he looks like a less handsome version of TBJ.
Devoted Watford supporter. Alpha male. Taker of the penalties and scorer of the goals.
Durable as hell and irrepressible as fuck. Needs to stop dwelling on the one-on-one he missed
versus Woden-11, but that’s also why we love him.
Cosmo: Joined ANU FC MO45 after being urgently evacuated from Lyon in March due to an
apparent global pandemic; his chilled glass of Château de Montmelas Beaujolais remains
symbolically unfinished on a tiny but picturesque balcony overlooking the Rhône. Brilliant
attacker and self-effacing thespian; has a wide range but is routinely cast as the “token ethnic”.
Was consistently foiled for the weekly Players’ Player award much to his chagrin before
realising he had claimed the overall award in a stellar second half of the season.
Channers: Supercoach and qi master, took the MO45 competition by storm with his tactical
nous and radical ideas. Began the season by claiming that he intended to “play four at the
back, defence is the key to Masters football”, before then swiftly implementing a 3-5-2 structure
when he realised his squad had a dearth of outright defenders and wealth of midfielders and
attackers. Stayed up late every Saturday night meticulously tailoring gameplans to specific
opponents on almighty sheets of butchers paper; about half of it was understood by his
charges on the Sunday morning, but it was enough.
ANU FC MO45 Players’ Player voting 2020
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CLUB SONG
Here we go, here we go, here we go
ANU is the best, we all know
We’re the team, we’re supreme, white and blue
‘cause we love you ANU!

c/o ANU Sport
Building 19
North Road, ACTON ACT 2601
ABN: 14 338 276 791
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